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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

Morphogenesis and homeostasis of tissues are the results of intricate and delicate interplays occurring between cells and the surrounding chemical/physical microenvironment. Even small perturbations of such interactions may cause malformations or dysfunctions (1). For a long time, the extracellular matrix (ECM) has been regarded as a passive supporting frame in which cells were considered to be the main actors. Today, the ECM is undoubtedly recognized as an active structure, source of the signals that promote, guide and sustain cellular functions. Signals displayed by the ECM can be in the form of biochemical signals (fixed proteins or diffusible factors) mechanical stimuli, (hard/elastic, soft/compliant or gel-like tissues), topographic signals (fibrils, fibres, pores, meshes, protrusions). The effects of soluble factors on cell behaviour have been extensively investigated in the past decades and the related studies constitute the foundation of modern experimental cellular and molecular biology. Conversely, the effects of the fixed ECM signals -for instance adhesion sites, topography and mechanical properties- on cell functions are much less known. This raises relevant issues, especially in an in vitro context. In fact, the
inherent chemical/physical characteristics of the material substrate for cell cultures cannot be disregarded a priori. For example, cell conditioning with biochemical stimuli might be affected by material properties, which can be relevant when drawing out definitive conclusions on the treatment (2). In particular, properties such as material stiffness, roughness, ligand density and availability, surface charge, hydrophobicity, invariably come in contact with cells and affect their response. In fact, there is growing evidence that this type of signals can be as effective as soluble signals in regulating cell fate and functions (3).

Within this context, cell adhesion acquires a central role, since adhesion is a prerequisite for the perception of surface topography, material stiffness and ligand positioning. Additionally, adhesion formation and dynamics dictate the assembly of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, whose contractile forces strongly affect multiple cell functions, such as spreading, migration, proliferation and differentiation (4). Therefore, all the material signals affecting adhesion processes invariably alter the mechanical identity of the cell. The transduction of mechanical signals, i.e. mechanotransduction, either exogenous or generated by the contractile activity of the cytoskeleton, is a new research field that is steadily gaining importance as it holds the promise to provide novel elements to interpret complex biological processes, such as morphogenesis, tissue repair and tumor progression (5). Mechanotransduction relies on the physical interaction occurring at the interface of ECM and cells or, from a biomaterial science perspective, material-cytoskeleton crosstalk. Unravelling such a complex material-cytoskeleton crosstalk would provide novel criteria for designing biomaterial surfaces able to impart specific instructions to cells through adhesive signals at the interface.
1.2 Understanding the role of materials signals on cell behaviour

Cells contacting surfaces perceive different chemical/physical features of the material simultaneously. These may include roughness, hydrophobicity, ligand density and distribution, stiffness and charge. Literature reports demonstrated that cell adhesion, spreading, migration, proliferation and differentiation are very sensitive to the biochemical/biophysical characteristics of material surfaces (reviewed in (3, 6)). However, the molecular mechanisms underpinning the transduction of the material signals into intracellular biochemical events eventually dictating cell response are scarcely understood and only few biological responses have been recently clarified (7–9). Therefore, developing artificial systems that display perfectly controlled arrays of signals acquires a bivalent purpose: first, engineered platforms might enable to gain a better insight into the mechanisms regulating cell biology and cell-signal interaction; second, it will allow conceiving novel biomaterials able to control and instruct cells to fulfil specific tasks both in vivo and in vitro settings. To these aims, the control of signals should be orthogonal, i.e. modulation of different signal types independently, and should be performed on different length scales. Recent advancements in materials science and technology, have made available a broad spectrum of tools and strategies to engineer novel functional biomaterials that can reproduce set of stimuli that cells, more specifically SCs, experience in vivo, thus controlling their fate in vitro. Synthetic materials are sufficiently versatile to be functionalized with various arrays of biochemical and biophysical signals thus their properties can be in principle tailored in order to study cell response to specific signal combinations in a consistent and systematic manner.

Furthermore, in vitro experiments are usually carried out by using cell populations. These are highly heterogeneous, which makes difficult to assess cell response to selected signals as these can be differently perceived by the cells. Additionally, paracrine effects and cell-cell interactions may overlap to the signal thus complicating the scenario even further. Micro- and nano-fabrication technologies can provide an effective way-out to this issue by
providing well-defined chemical-physical environment to isolated cells thus allowing to study cell response to exogenous stimulation in a systematic and effective manner.

1.2.1. Molecular structures and dynamics of cell adhesion

Prior to introducing the strategies and technologies that enable to control cell fate and functions through material features, it is useful to briefly describe the mechanisms governing cell adhesion to materials, which is a central element for the recognition and response to surface characteristics.

Various types of receptors located on the cell membrane have been identified and characterized during the last decades. These include integrins, glycosaminoglycans and glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked receptors, syndecans, non-integrin collagen and laminin receptors (10). Among these, the transmembrane, heterodimeric integrin receptors have been widely investigated and are recognized as key elements in providing stable adhesion and in initiating biochemical events that eventually affect cell behaviour (11). Adhesion complexes and focal adhesions (FAs) result from the binding of integrins to specific ligands displayed by the ECM or by the material substrate. Adhesion formation and dynamics has been widely studied and characterized (12, 13). From a materials engineering perspective, important design parameters are: i. characteristic dimensions of adhesion assembly; ii. stimuli that most effectively affect the adhesion process. Then, the desired signal needs to be embossed onto the material surface at the specific length scale to affect cell response via adhesion. To provide information and elements useful for material surface engineering we start by deconstructing the adhesion process down to the intimate interaction of molecules with materials.

Central players in signal recognition and cell adhesion are the integrins. Prior to binding to ligands, integrin dimers need to undergo to a conformational change (i.e. activation), which improves affinity towards the ligands and enables the interaction with reinforcing and signalling molecules from the cytoplasmic side. Adhesion to a substrate does not depend on the formation of receptor-ligand complexes only, but requires the maturation and growth of these initial clusters into large and stable multiprotein structures. The temporal evolution and
functions of such structures are tightly connected to the dynamics of the cytoskeleton. These processes and the mutual relationships have been widely characterized in 2D setups. During the early phases of adhesion formation few integrin dimers cluster together to form the so-called nascent adhesions, predominantly in the cell lamellipodium i.e. a flat membrane process constituting the cell’s leading edge. In this region, extensive actin polymerization is observed that forms a branched network of fibrils (14). The growing actin filaments clash on the cell membrane and are displaced backwards generating a retrograde flow. Activated integrins can engage the actin flow through cytoplasmic reinforcing proteins such as talin, vinculin and α-actinin. Interestingly, these adhesion proteins show a slower retrograde motion with respect to actin, indicating that a slippage between actin and integrin occurs. The existence of such a slippage enables the transmission of forces from the cell to the extracellular environment (15). As the process continues and the membrane is furtherly stretched, the relative position of nascent adhesions respect to the lamellipodium changes and these adhesions may either disassemble or mature into larger focal complexes, which in turn complexes can further mature and grow creating multiprotein assemblies 0.5–2 µm wide and up to 10 µm long FAs. Such a transition depends on the stability of the assemblies, the availability of ligands and the tension exerted on the adhesion. Actin is often assembled in the form of thick bundles in the central and rear regions of the cell. Myosin II contractility is a potent promoter of FA maturation. In fact, contractility cause vinculin, which mediates force transmission, to become activated and more affine to other proteins (16). Similarly, when talin is stretched by actin it exposes cryptic sites that allow additional binding sites for vinculin (17). Other proteins, such as paxillin, also exhibit a similar behaviour (18). This generates a catalytic process that reinforces the adhesion owing to the recruitment of cytoplasmic proteins. Unlike the nucleation of nascent adhesion in the lamellipodium, focal complex and FA maturation is dependent on actin-generated tension through myosin II (19).

Besides fulfilling an important structural role as anchoring points, FAs are also important signalling centres. Several components of, or in intimate connection with, the FAs are important signalling proteins as kinases (focal adhesion kinase - FAK, Src) and GTPases
(Rho, Rac). Mechanical forces exerted by the actomyosin machinery are transmitted to these proteins and this may alter their activity (20).

The transduction of mechanical stresses into biochemical signals, a process known as mechanotransduction, is emerging as an important element in the design of material systems that finely control cell functions. In fact, material features can be tuned in order to affect FA dynamics (formation and maturation). The signalling proteins in the FAs are activated by cytoskeletal tension and their activity sustains contractility. This generates a positive feedback loop that is halted stopped by either disrupting FAs or by inhibiting contractility (21). Mechanotransduction may also act on a different level. In fact, the actin cytoskeleton is directly connected to the nuclear envelope. Therefore, actin generated forces can deform the nucleus, thus causing a structural modification of DNA sequences and, possibly, altering gene expression (22). These concepts are valid both in case of exogenous mechanical stresses (fluid flows or stretching of the cell membrane) and of endogenously generated forces, through the actomyosin cytoskeleton.

The mechanical coupling between the cytoskeleton and the external surface in contact with the cell enables the perception of biochemical (ligand density and patterning) and biophysical (topography and mechanical characteristics) signals of the extracellular environment. In other words, the biochemical and biophysical information or signals possessed by the extracellular environment all pass through a common gate represented by the FAs. Similarly, the forces generated by cells to probe and interact with the surroundings are mediated by the FAs. Several models have been developed in an attempt to relate FAs, cytoskeletal stresses and structures with nuclear deformation. Among these, the tensegrity model proved to capture interesting aspects concerning cell shape and mechanics, along with mechanotransduction (23). It basically relies on the concept that the cell shape and intracellular force transfer are dictated by cytoskeletal pre-stress generated by actomyosin contractility that is balanced by force resisting structures like microtubules that support compression and ECM-linked FAs. According to this model structural stability depends on tensional integrity, which requires a direct connection among tensile and compressive elements. Beside stability, tensegrity structures rapidly reorient upon force application or
deformation (23). Owing to the physical coupling of FAs, cytoskeleton and nuclear membrane, mechanical forces propagating through the cytoplasm can eventually promote rearrangements of chromatin in the nucleus. Thus, mechanical forces at FAs might exert a long-range mechano-chemical conversion in the nucleus (24). Furthermore, the model predicts that the pre-stressed cytoskeleton causes the mechanical signal to travel to the nucleus in a much faster manner (hundreds of ms) than signal propagation induced by soluble factors (few seconds) (24). The presence of a pre-stressed cytoskeleton also exerts an important regulatory role on the activity of stress-sensitive ion channels, i.e. transmembrane complexes that gate ion flow across the membrane, which is necessary to fulfil specific biological functions (25). Therefore, force transmission on plasma membrane through FAs-cytoskeleton linkages is important for activating stress sensitive ion-channels. The actin cytoskeleton can be anchored to the cell membrane through proteins of the ezrin–radixin–moesin (ERM) family. Contractile forces may pre-stress the membrane surrounding ion channels and such a pre-stress can modulate the response of the channels to forces propagating through the cytoskeleton (26).

Therefore, FAs are at the helm of a complex crosstalk occurring between the cytoskeleton and the supporting material, in which the characteristics of either of these entities affect the other. Through mechanotransduction pathways, controlling FA formation and dynamics with material signals may ultimately trigger specific signalling and transcription events.
1.3 Design and fabrication of materials to control cell adhesion

1.3.1. General concepts

Correct and stable attachment to specific ECM sites is necessary for several cellular processes such as migration, proliferation and survival of anchored-dependent cells (27). Failures occurring during cell attachment or adhesion to incorrect sites might lead to programmed cell death (28). In case of cell cultures on or within man-made constructs, cells do not interact with the constituting material directly, but to the protein or peptide layer that cover its surfaces (29). Such a layer might spontaneously adsorb from the serum-enriched media, containing well-known cell adhesive proteins such as fibronectin, vitronectin and laminin. In fact, the culturing environment, as well as the native biological one, is a heterogeneous system with various proteins, glycoproteins and lipids. The supporting material for cell culture displays surfaces with preferential affinity to certain proteins while may repel others. Additionally, the adsorbed protein layer is far from being homogeneous in composition since cells secrete, remodel or even degrade components of the matrix. Therefore, exerting a precise control on the chemical/physical properties of the surface to enable the adsorption of specific proteins from such a complex system is an important aspect in scaffold or substrate engineering. Alternatively, bioactive moieties can be deliberately introduced into the culturing system, via chemical methods (30, 31). However, issues related to the uncontrolled adsorption of serum molecules or to the biosynthesis of new proteins by cells might still be present. The chemical-physical properties of both the materials and of the proteins define the way in which the cell adhesive layer is configured, which ultimately promotes or suppress cell adhesion (32). For instance, biomaterials usually used as scaffolding materials or as cell culturing supports, such as poly-L-lactide (PLLA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL) are highly hydrophobic in their unmodified state, which causes proteins to be adsorbed in a denatured and rigid state. In this configuration, ligands are less accessible to receptors (33). Conversely, highly hydrophilic materials bind the adsorbed proteins with weak forces that could not withstand cell-generated forces ultimately leading to cell detachment (33). Therefore, optimal
conditions for cell adhesion are usually found in intermediate hydrophilic properties of the material surface. Numerous studies reported an enhanced cytoskeletal organisation on hydrophilic substrates (34, 35). For instance, Webb et al. showed increased spreading, well developed cytoskeleton and FA formation of fibroblasts on hydrophilic glass substrates, whereas cells displayed a spindle like shape with minimal actin assembly and FAs on hydrophobic surfaces (36).

Surface nano-roughness was shown to play an important role in protein adsorption. Several reports found protein conformational changes when adsorbed onto nano-rough substrates as compared with flat surfaces, which might affect cell adhesion process (37, 38). In fact, Dolatshahi-Pirouz et al. found an increased number of FAs and filopodia on FN coated nano rough tantalum substrates with average feature size of 5 nm with respect to flat surfaces, which correlated with an increased adsorption of FN along with a better presentation of adhesive ligands (39).

Altogether, these data suggest that the chemical-physical properties of the cell substrate, or alternatively, its surface, need to be carefully engineered in order to regulate FA formation. This notwithstanding, the concepts expressed so far are of general validity, but are not sufficient to conceive strategies to exert a fine control on FA size, positioning, orientation and on the cytoskeleton assembly consequently. As seen in the previous section, FAs not only provide a mechanical link with the extracellular environment, but they are also important biochemical signalling hubs whose signalling activities change as they mature (40). For instance, integrin/ligand binding determines whether cytoplasmic mechanotransducers can undergo conformational changes thus triggering a signalling cascade. Additionally, ligand positioning and patterning may dictate the magnitude and direction of forces, which directly impact cytoskeleton stress, along with cell and nuclear shape consequently. Basically, this is the heart and soul of mechanosensing and mechanotransduction, for which cells perceive the mechanical properties of the extracellular environment and transduce this information in intracellular biochemical events.

Therefore, material surfaces need to be engineered in order to interact with great precision with integrin clusters, i.e. at the nanometric level. Additionally, exerting a control
on FA size, position and orientation determines the structure of the cytoskeleton and, hence, the mechanical identity of the cells. To achieve this, an effective and stable mismatch in adhesion sites (i.e. well defined locations on which integrin can bind and cluster juxtaposed to non-adhesive zones) must be created. Therefore, patterning biochemical/biophysical signals with a nanometric resolution is key central.

1.3.2. Technologies for materials patterning: from the micro- down to the nano-scale

Among the myriad of technologies developed so far, we refer to those that emboss patterns of biochemical and biophysical signals affecting FA formation, positioning, size and stability in a controlled manner. Other processes and technologies may also generate patterned surfaces that exert a certain degree of control on cell adhesion, but these surfaces possess a level of randomness in the distribution of features and the long-range order of such features is limited. Therefore, with such technologies, it is not possible to precisely modulate FA morphology in a pre-determined manner.

Generally, micro- and nano-fabrication technologies are divided in top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down approaches rely on the deposition or removal of materials by using a predefined ‘guiding pattern’. In bottom-up approaches, the physical-chemical properties of individual building blocks determine their mutual interactions, self-assembly or organization that result in the formation of nano- or micro-scale structures. In what follows we review some of the most relevant technologies that have been successfully employed in the engineering of material surfaces to control cell adhesion processes.

1.3.2.1 Top-down technologies

Photolithographic technologies, originally developed for the semiconductor industry, are among the most used to fabricate micron- and submicron-patterned material surfaces. Photolithography consists in the exposure of a substrate, typically Silicon, coated with light-sensitive photoresist with a patterned UV light. Light patterning is most conveniently performed by applying a specifically designed reflective mask. In case of ‘positive’ photoresists, only those parts exposed to the radiation are soluble in organic solvents.
Conversely, in ‘negative’ photoresists the solvent dissolves the non-exposed parts, thus creating an inverse pattern. This process requires specialized equipment and high capital costs. However, the technology is nowadays very well consolidated and raw materials are affordable: therefore, the fabrication of patterned surfaces can be outsourced. Further developments of this technology enable the fabrication of patterns with mask-less procedures by means of optical interference techniques (41) or stereo-lithography (42). Patterns thus generated need to be transferred to suitable materials for cell cultures in the form of biochemical, topographic or mechanical patterns. Various techniques have been developed so far to achieve high fidelity pattern transfer. Replica molding (REM) relies upon the curing or hardening of a polymeric material previously poured on a patterned mold. Thermally curable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the most used material for REM owing to its excellent stability, biocompatibility and transparency. After curing PDMS is “peeled-off” the mold (or master) and it displays the inverse topographic pattern of the mold. Other materials employed in REM for fabricating cellular substrates are PCL and polyurethanes (43, 44). Substrates thus produced can be used straightaway or as molds to produce other samples. Alternatively, patterned polymers, elastomers in particular, are employed as stamps to deposit bioactive proteins in an ordered fashion in a process known as microcontact printing (μCP). In more details, the elastomeric stamps are ‘inked’ with the material, usually a protein solution that will constitute the pattern. The transfer of the ‘ink’ onto the substrate requires that the process is energetically favourable than remaining anchors on the stamp. The surface chemistries of both the stamp and substrate are crucial parameters eventually determining transfer efficiency. Owing to the stamp compliance, high aspect ratio stamps, feature height much larger than the width, cannot be readily used the structures as the features may collapse on each other during the peeling off the template or during the inking process due to capillary action or they collapse on the target surface (45, 46). Another problem might arise in case of small feature heights and wide grooves, in which case grooves can come in conformal contact with the target surface when the stamp is compressed. However, this issue can be easily handled by reinforcing the stamp with a rigid back-cover. The soft nature of the stamp might be exploited to generate features with size different from those of the stamp: this can
be compressed or stretched inducing a substantial deformation of the raised and recessed features (47). Nanocontact printing is an evolution of µCP and enables to emboss patterns with 100 nm resolution by means of rigid stamps ‘inked’ with high molecular weight solutions that have reduced diffusion (48).

Methods like those previously described, in which elastomeric substrates are used as final support or as intermediate template, fall within a broader category of processes known as soft-lithography (49). Conventional soft-lithography uses light sources, usually UV light, to impress the photoresist. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the topographic features that can be created is limited by the diffraction of light. More specifically, features of ∼1 μm can be achieved easily, whereas submicron features require the use of special equipment. Narrower features can be fabricated by means of specifically developed technologies such as electron beam lithography (EBL) and focused ion beam lithography (FIB). These techniques allow the fabrication of structures down to ten nanometers. The working principle of these techniques is not dissimilar to conventional photolithography: rather than light, a beam of electrons (in EBL) or a beam of heavier ions (in FIB) passes through a mask to expose a sensitive resist. Specifically, designed apparati enable a mask-less, direct wiring on the resist, by moving the collimated beam with electromagnetic lenses. The features thus generated in the resist can be transferred to the underlying substrate via reactive ion etching (see below). Additionally, with FIB, the heavy ions constituting the beam allow atoms to be displaced from or deposited onto the material surface, in which case it is possible to achieve subtractive or additive lithography on the final substrate directly, without further development.

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) utilizes masters with nano-scale features and enables embossing nanopatterns, as lower as tens of nm on synthetic substrates (50). Two types NIL can be performed depending on the type of the material to be patterned. In particular, thermal-NIL is a process similar to hot-embossing in which a layer of thermoplastic material is heated above it glass transition temperature. The stiff nanopatterned template is pressed against the thermoplastic layer, which conforms the pattern of the template. In light-based-NIL an optical transparent mold is in contact with a light sensitive polymer
precursor. The latter crosslinks upon light exposure thus generating an inverse replica of the mold (51).

Another direct-writing method to pattern surfaces with high spatial resolution is the Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN). It derives from scanning probe microscope-based lithography, but unlike this, which aims at manipulating surfaces, DPN actually delivers tiny quantities of matter. More specifically, the tip of the scanning probe microscope is coated with the molecules of interest, usually in a solution termed ‘ink’, which is subsequently placed on a surface. By controlling the movement of the tip, molecular patterns are written on the substrate. In its original form DPN was used to deposit alkanethiol molecules on gold with a spatial resolution down to 30 nm (52). Careful optimization of the processing conditions allowed depositing biomolecules of various types, among which proteins and peptides (53, 54). More recently, Moldovan et al. integrated microfluidic channels into the cantilever to create systems able to ensure a constant supply of ink to the substrate. This was a major advancement in the field, as it allows to keep molecules correctly solvated, which is crucial to retain the biological activity of biomolecules (55). Direct writing techniques are intrinsically slow and patterning large areas might be cumbersome. In case of DPN, tip parallelization may solve this issue, if at the expenses of versatility (56).

While the above-mentioned methods allow to emboss even complex structures with nano-scale precision on a wide variety of synthetic or inorganic materials, they suffer of high relatively high costs, low processing times, which make the patterning of large areas, or at least sufficiently large for cell culture applications, non-practical.

Electrospinning is a technology that allows the fabrication of large nano-fibrous mats, with fibres having diameters in the order of 100 nm, in few minutes and in a low-cost manner. These benefits goes at the expenses of the accuracy in controlling fibre positioning and orientation. The process can be applied to a broad variety of polymers solubilized in adequate solvents. For example, PCL (57, 58), PLLA (59), PLGA (60), hydroxybutyl chitosan (61) and hydroxyapatite/chitosan (62) were successfully employed for the production of porous scaffold with nanoscale fibres. Generally, a high voltage (kV) is applied to metallic needle through which a polymeric solution slowly flows. The pendant drop at the needle tip
becomes charged; if the electrostatic repulsion in the charged components of the droplet surpasses the surface tension, then the droplet stretches and liquid jet departs and is eventually collected on a grounded metallic plate. During the displacement from the droplet to the collector, the liquid jet is furtherly stretched due to electrostatic forces and the solvent quickly evaporates owing to the high surface to volume ratio of the fibre. In such a configuration, the electrospinning technology may only produce mats of randomly aligned fibres. If the metallic collector is substituted by a rotating mandrel, then the fibres can be wound around it, thus producing an aligned fabric (63).

Surface roughening methods are inexpensive, emboss nanometric patterns on large areas and very quickly. Despite these advantages, features are in general randomly distributed on material surfaces and it is difficult to control their characteristic size. Chemical etching relies on reactions between etchants and materials and on the intrinsic heterogeneities of the surfaces at the nanoscale, which cause the etching reaction to occur randomly and at different rates, eventually producing nano-pitted surfaces in which recesses have various depths and pitches. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) usually involves SF6 and C4F8 gases directed against silicon-based glass via radio-frequency electric field. Gas ions interact with the glass surface knocking-off material atoms or damaging the structure. The presence of impurities such as Al, K and Na result in cluster formation of less volatile species (such as AlF3, KF, NaF, etc.) on the glass surface. These clusters form randomly features that shield glass surface from further bombardment and reaction with reactive ions, whereas extensive etching occurs in the intercluster regions. Differently from chemical etching, in RIE the process can be controlled by controlling gas pressure, voltage and frequency. Furthermore, owing to the ‘directional’ bombardment, topographic features are usually more anisotropic with respect to the isotropic pits observed with chemical etching. Furthermore, RIE has been integrated with photolithography to generate patterned nano-rough islands on flat glass surfaces (64).

1.3.2.2 Bottom-up technologies

These technologies usually rely on the interaction occurring among building blocks, which can be molecules, nanoparticles, polymers or polymer domains, in specific processing
conditions. The interactions result in the spontaneous self-assembly of the building blocks giving rise to micron- or nano-scale structures. For instance, block copolymer self-assembly and polymer de-mixing, allow fabricating synthetic materials displaying nano-scale islands separated by recesses. Surface nano-structuring with copolymer self-assembly is driven by the tendency of copolymer films (that usually coat a supporting substrate) to separate under specific thermodynamic conditions. Since polymer blocks are covalently linked, phase separation occurs intermolecularly and on length scales comparable with those of the blocks (65). This generates microphases that can be arranged in arrays of pits, ridges and worm-like structures with characteristic dimensions in the order of ~10–100 nm. Phases can be selectively removed with chemical/physical treatments, leaving the remaining on the supporting substrate thus generating the nanostructured surface. Similarly, separation of polymer-polymer blends can result in the formations of microphases whose morphological characteristics are governed by thermodynamic dependent parameters (for instance the composition of the blend) and kinetic parameters (temperature of the process) (66). Generally, these structures favour the formation of FAs atop the protruding islands or ridges, limiting their maturation. Despite the fact that these techniques do not allow to exert a fine control on the spatial assembly of the topographic features, which usually present in the form of ‘worm-like’ or ‘dot-like’ patterns (67), they are characterized by a high yielding, low costs and fast processing times.

A technique that proved to be particularly suitable for the fabrication of nanoengineered substrates for cell cultures is block copolymer micelle nanolithography (68). The technique relies on the spontaneous formation of microphase-separated micelles of amphiphilic block copolymers. During formation, micelles can entrap metallic nanoparticles in their core. Monolayers of evenly spaced micelles are formed on a material surface by dip-coating. Removing the polymeric micelles by means of plasma treatment leaves quasi-hexagonal patterns of metallic particles. By modulating the processing conditions, arrays of particles having spacing within the 10-100 nm range can be formed (69). Beside the above mentioned advantages, patterns of complex shapes are difficult to fabricate with this technique.
We conclude this section recalling that adhesion processes occur on different length scales: from few nano-meters of integrin clusters up to 10 µm of mature FAs. An all-round technology able to create patterns to control adhesion processes on multiple-length scales, within reasonable timeframes and costs, has not been developed so far. Therefore, to exert a thigh control on adhesion dynamics, multiple techniques should be integrated.
1.4 The effect of micro- and nano-patterns on cell behaviour

Proteins or fragments containing cell adhesion motifs can be conjugated to material surfaces via covalent binding or by physical interactions. Chemical conjugation might alter the structure of the proteins decreasing their bioactivity (70, 71). Cell adhesion is a spatially discontinuous process occurring in the ventral side of cells. Uniform coating of material surfaces cannot address the important question about how individual ligands should be clustered and/or spaced in order to initiate the formation of adhesion complexes or promote their maturation. Micro- and nano-fabrication technologies provided essential instruments to engineer substrates on which cell adhesive regions could be controlled and modulated in term of size, positioning and spacing with micron- or submicron-scale precision.

The activity of the cytoskeleton has been implicated in the formation of cell processes and in the definition of cell shape. Therefore, it is expected that controlling adhesion processes impacts actin dynamics, eventually affecting cell morphology and behaviour.

In order to be effective in controlling FA localization and shape, micro- or nano-patterning techniques require to achieve a sharp adhesion mismatch on the surface. Pattern embossed with μCP or other biofunctionalization techniques that rely on adhesive spots surrounded by a protein repellent background were indeed useful to confine FAs and to study cell behaviour in specifically controlled adhesion settings. However, this sort of technique requires specific chemicals, proteins or peptide for the functionalization and multiple steps to achieve the desired pattern. Micron- or nano-scale structured surface in the form of hills and recesses, i.e. topographic patterns, can be as effective as the biochemical patterns in controlling the formation of FAs and confine their growth. Micron scale topographic patterns are typically manufactured from master fabricated via lithographic techniques. Nanometric masters can be produced by means of direct writing methods (EBL or FIB) conjugated with imprinting techniques. Moreover, topographic patterns can be used straightaway by performing a simple coating with protein and usually do not require additional biochemical functionalization. Proteins adsorbed on the topographic pattern make some zones readily available to the cell membrane to enable FAs formation. These zones are separated by others that are impervious recesses in which cell protrusion cannot penetrate and form stable FAs. Topographic patterns with submicron scale arrays of pits, post or gratings were designed in order to constrain FA formation and growth to the feature top, i.e. on the pillar top, in the interpit area or on the grating ridges. In fact, very deep and narrow material recesses may not be penetrated by filopodia or lamellipodia. In such a condition, the
cell is suspended on the top of the pattern and FA formation is limited to specific pattern regions thus allowing to gain a remarkable control over adhesion processes.

Studies of cells cultivated on nanopits patterns demonstrated that size and pitch of the nanopits are key parameter in governing cell adhesion (72, 73). More recently, Tsimbouri et al. reported that MSCs cultivated on Polycarbonate substrates displaying arrays of nanopits developed smaller FAs and a less contractile phenotype with respect to MSCs on slightly disordered, but not random, patterns which locally displayed larger patches for FA assembly and therefore promoted a more contractile phenotype (74).

While pillar and pits arrays have the ability to confine both FA width and length, micro- and nano-gratings constituted by parallel and alternating ridges and grooves allow FAs to grow in a specific direction. Consequently, actin fibres also are aligned parallel to the pattern direction and this causes the whole cell body to assume an elongated morphology and migrate along the pattern direction, a phenomenon usually referred to as ‘contact guidance’. Depending on feature geometry and surface characteristics, FAs can form on the ridge top or on the groove bottom or whether the pattern features effectively confine FA growth, thus affecting cell behaviour. For instance, Kim et al. demonstrate that NIH3T3 fibroblasts cultivated on a substrate with graded topography (ridge width 1 μm and height 400 nm and lateral spacing continuously varying from 1 to 9 μm) displayed enhanced alignment on the narrower topography, whereas cell speed was optimal at the intermediate ridge spacing (75).

However, it has to be pointed out that cell-pattern coalignment may depend also on cell type and culturing conditions. In fact, biochemical supplements may interact with the topographic features, thus altering the way the signal is perceived by cells, as demonstrated by Texeira et al.. The authors reported that epithelial cells on narrow ridges could be parallel to the pattern direction if cultivated in normal culturing conditions, whereas they were predominantly orthogonal if medium which contained biochemical supplements such as insulin-like growth factor and epidermal growth factor, was used (76).
1.5 Material signals as stem cell regulators

Evidences that materials surfaces engineered to affect cell adhesion and spreading profoundly affected stem cell fate and functions traces back to two decades ago. Cell shape (cell area and other geometrical characteristics), may play an important role in lineage specification. In fact, adhesive islands of complex shapes, proved to exert a profound effect on cytoskeletal structures, polarity and contractility, all of which can impact stem cell fate (77). McBeath et al. correlated the spreading process to MSC differentiation (78). Authors demonstrated that small adhesive islands induced hMSC adipogenesis, whereas larger ones promoted osteogenesis in presence of mixed differentiation media.

Along this line, Kilian et al. showed that the shape of the adhesive islands also played an important role in driving hMSC differentiation. They found that high aspect ratio rectangles or shapes with sharp corners, on which cells exhibited larger FAs, promoted a contractile phenotype and osteogenesis. Conversely, islands with blunt edges promoted adipogenesis. Additionally, Yao et al. demonstrated that shape changes were sufficient to specify MSC commitment even in the absence of biochemical stimulation (79). These results suggested that cells are able integrate microenvironmental cues, to regulate differential response to growth factors.

Directed stem cell differentiation certainly is a crucial aspect of cell- and tissue engineering-based therapies. Less intuitively, though, prolonged stem cell maintenance possesses important practical implications. Conventional culturing conditions of stem cells usually result in spontaneous, uncontrolled differentiation thus generating heterogeneous populations of stem cells, which are of little use both in vitro and in clinical settings.

Recently, Zhang and Kilian investigated the role of cell shape confinement in the retention of stemness markers (80). They found that hMSCs cultivated on small adhesive islands expressed higher levels of the multipotency markers compared to cells cultured on non-patterned surfaces.

Nanostructured materials displaying topographic nanopatterns may be used in order to display the signal in a persistent manner and can be engineered in order to control FA
features at the nanometric level and, thus, stem cell fate. Dalby et al. fabricated different nano-pits patterns on PMMA (81). The substrates thus engineered provided cells with different interpit areas to form FAs. The authors investigated whether the spatial assembly of patterns affected hMSC differentiation without induction media. Perfectly arranged patterns resulted in a decrease in osteoprogenitor cell density compared with planar surfaces, whereas the disordered nano-pits arrays significantly promoted osteogenesis (82). Follow up studies performed by the same group demonstrated that hMSCs cultivated on PCL possessing perfectly symmetrical nano-pit arrays retained stem-cell phenotype and maintained stem-cell growth over eight weeks (83). These data show the extraordinary sensitivity of stem cells in integrating nanoscale adhesion cues (few nanometers), which results in dramatic differences in fate decision. Furthermore, the data suggest that topographic patterns that allow FA assembly, thus stabilizing intracellular tension, promote osteogenesis. Conversely, patterns that induce the formation of sufficiently large FAs to allow proliferation, but below a certain size threshold that triggers the activation of differentiation pathways, are requested to maintain multipotency.
1.6 Insights on the molecular mechanisms regulating the material-cytoskeleton crosstalk (Nuclear mechanotransduction)

The examples reported above clearly demonstrated that adhesion- and cytoskeleton-mediated signalling regulated signalling pathways ultimately affecting cell fate and functions. However, cell generated forces via the actomyosin cytoskeleton may directly influence gene expression by altering the shape and structure of the nucleus. A direct consequence of the alteration of cell morphology is the build-up of cytoskeletal stresses that can remodel the spatial organization of chromosomes and may increase the accessibility of molecules that affect gene expression to chromatin (84, 85). Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the nucleus are not fixed, but change in response to specific states. For example, SC nuclei are highly deformable and contain a dynamic chromatin (86–88). Conversely, differentiated cells possess stiffer nuclei and a more stationary chromatin structure (89). Therefore, not only the actin-generated force, but also the mechanical response of the nucleus are important mediators of mechanotransduction pathways. The complex interplays between cytoskeletal stresses, nuclear mechanics and gene expression have not been thoroughly elucidated. Yet, recent studies have demonstrated that adhesive signals, in the form of material stiffness or adhesive islands, influence nuclear morphology through cytoskeletal structures (90, 91). To gain a better insight into the effects of cell shape and cytoskeletal organization on chromatin structure and gene expression, Li et al. cultivated hMSCs on micro-grooved PDMS that controlled cell morphology and nuclear shape. The authors reported that shape changes affected histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity and histone acetylation (92), that are directly involved in chromatin compaction. Since HDAC has been suggested to act as an inhibitor of cell reprogramming, Downing et al. used micro-grooved PDMS substrates to improve iPSCs generation (93). The authors found that biophysical signals induced marked changes in histone acetylation and methylation patterns that are dependent on cell and nuclear morphology and actomyosin contraction. These epigenetic changes significantly increased reprogramming efficiency and the presentation of material signals affecting cell adhesion might replace soluble epigenetic modifiers. Nuclear
mechanics and cytoskeletal structures affected the dynamics of subnuclear heterochromatin, which could in turn variously affect genomic processes and thus cell behaviour.

Altogether, these data demonstrate that material signals affecting the adhesion process trigger integrin, cytoskeleton or nuclear mechanotransduction pathway that exert a potent effect at the transcriptional level. Systematic studies aimed at assessing whether a pathway dominates over the others have not been performed yet. However, owing to the intimate connections between FAs, cytoskeletal assemblies and nuclear morphology, we believe that mechanotransduction acts as an intricate network allowing multiple aspects to work in concert.
1.7 Material signals as tissue regulators

The data reported so far undoubtedly demonstrate the relevance of material signals and more specifically signal patterning, in affecting and possibly regulating cell fate. This aspect may find practical applications in the fabrication of culturing devices to expand undifferentiated populations of stem cells, or guide homogeneous differentiations for cell-based therapies. Alternatively, patterned signals could be embossed on the surface of prostheses able to improve their integration within the host and their performances in vivo. However, the vast majority of the research on this topic relies on the investigation of isolated cells, whereas the effects of material features on dense cell populations in which cell-cell contacts cannot be neglected has been largely overlooked. Additionally, cells subjected to long-term cultures invariably remodel their microenvironment by producing or degrading extracellular components. Therefore, cell-ECM-material signals form a tripartite module in which each element affect the others and their dynamic interplay define the structure and functions of the whole tissue. Yet, the role of material signal on tissuegenesis or tissue remodelling is unknown.

For therapeutic products, it is necessary a tight reproducibly on the generation of structural and functional controlled engineered tissue. For instance, Kim et al. developed a nanotopographically controlled in vitro model of myocardium that mimics both the structural and the functional properties of native myocardial (94). The engineered tissue fate was highly sensitive to variation of the nanoscale topographic features of the substratum. The high degree of sensitivity of the cell and tissue structure to the nanoscale substrate topography can represent a powerful mechanism for engineering the desired functionality of model tissues.

Iannone et al. have recently demonstrated that nanopatterned surfaces guide the self-organization process of hMSCs in vitro by first governing FA assembly and then the magnitude and orientation of cell generated forces. These aspects eventually proved to be key triggers of an in vitro tissuegenesis (95). In more details, hMSCs were cultivated on nanograted PDMS substrates with parallel ridges of 700 nm evenly spaced by 700 nm grooves, 250 nm deep. Cells elongated and aligned parallel to the pattern direction within
few hours after seeding (Figure 1A). After 1 week of culture, cells self-organized in 3D-multilayered structures invariably oriented orthogonal to the pattern (Figure 1B). Promoting and stabilizing collagen biosynthesis and assembly with ascorbic acid resulted in the spontaneous generation of cylindrical 100 µm thick and few mm long structures that were reminiscent of embryo tendons (Figure 1C, D).

Fig. 1. Role of surface nanopatterning in the in vitro tissuegenesis. Confocal images of (A) hMSCs cultivated on nanograted PDMS for 24 h; (B) after 7 days of culture; (C) after additional 7 days of culture in presence of ascorbic acid. (D) Multiphoton imaging reveals a bright second harmonic generated signals produced by densely packed collagen fibrils. Pattern direction is parallel to the vertical axis. Actin is stained with TRITC phalloidin (red); cell nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Bar = 50 µm. Reprinted with permission from Ventre and Netti, 2016. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society
Tenogenesis was confirmed by gene expression analysis with rt-PCR in which the upregulation of tendon-specific and -associated markers was evident. Further investigations performed in time-lapse video microscopy, aimed at deconstructing the dynamic of tenogenesis, revealed that first cells coaligned to the nanopattern and then self-organized by exerting a centripetal coordinated contraction, eventually resulting in the in the generation of a multi-layered structure. Strikingly, an intermediate level of adhesion was required to enable cell self-organization, as improving (with fibronectin functionalization) or reducing (by reducing ridge width) cell adhesion led to the generation of cell multilayers or spheroids respectively. Therefore, not only the direction of the nanopattern, but also the initial adhesion conditions plays a fundamental role in the process of in vitro tenogenesis. These findings suggest that surface nanopatterning can effectively control MSC behaviour from adhesion and elongation up to collective cell differentiation and tissuegenesis. This opens up new strategies to design material surfaces able to guide tissuegenesis events in vitro; in principle, by modulating pattern features and adhesivity, it is possible to control cell self-organization, differentiation, tissue microarchitecture, and functions.

Furthermore, the production of synthetic materials characterized by a nanotopography that influence cell arrangement, mimicking the natural ECM, have been employed to different tissue engineering studies (96–98). However, it is very difficult to precisely recapitulate the complex morphology and composition of a native ECM by using synthetic materials (99).

To this intent, natural tissues derived from animal or from in vitro cultured cells were proposed as starting point to fabricate nano-fibrous materials (100). Cell derived ECM avoids problems such as pathogen transfer and host immune response, in comparison with support derived from animal tissues (101).

A tight control in the organization of cell derived ECM can be generated, in principle by using a cell sheet engineering approach combined with microfabrication technology (102).

Subsequent to ECM synthesis and organization, cellular components of the cell sheet can be removed by decellularization, leaving an intact ECM sheet for an off-the-shelf cell culture scaffold. This kind of approach have been applied in the fabrication of tissue-engineered
blood vessels with seeded smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells, which showed superior mechanical properties (103).
1.8 Scope of the thesis

The main aim of the thesis is to get a better insight on how cell-material interactions can affect the microarchitecture of complex tissues generated in vitro. Material signals, has been shown to strongly influence cell behaviour in many processes, such as migration, orientation, differentiation and, thus, supra-cellular organization. Topographic signals used in a combinatorial approach with the inherent mechanical and chemical properties of the material surface or serum proteins might be used to regenerate and/or reproduce functional tissues.

However, it is very difficult to recapitulate the complexity of a native environment in a 3D context using current technologies. It is also necessary to point out that cells in nature are subjected to continuous modifications of the local environment and are constantly changing their behaviour accordingly, so that it is unlikely that “static” signals can outline such a complex state.

Then, we proposed a scaffold less approach to the direct production of an engineered functional tissue, using the endogenous matrix produced in a controlled manner as a signal reservoir that affect dynamically cell behaviour. We modulated the mechanisms involved in the organization of cells in complex tissues, by controlling the initial conditions of cell adhesion through material signals. The intimate understanding of the phenomena involved in such a process can, in principle, allow to use the right trigger to obtain a tissue which structure and function is established ab initio. Topography in concert with material mechanics and physical-chemical characteristics of the surface, were proposed as stable and consistent triggers to regulate complex architectures of tissues.

In this work, we exploited nanotechnologies for the production of tissues with specific function in Chapter 2. Here, patterned PDMS substrates are used as cell culture supports to promote organized tissue assemblies. In more details, our research group has previously demonstrated the powerful ordering effect on cells and cell population of topography. Therefore, we hypothesized that topographic signal could indirectly regulate tissue structure via cell ordering. Thus, we evaluated the effect of different kind of topographic pattern on the assembly of the architecture in the whole tissue thickness. In Chapter 3 we exploited the
complex arrays of signals displayed by endogenously synthetized and assembled matrices as systems to control stem cell behaviour. In particular, we focused our attention on stemness retention as a function of the spatial organization of cell derived matrices.

Finally, we brought further level of complexity in the initial condition of culture in order to exert an additional control over tissue assembly in Chapter 4. We examined in depth the dynamics of the multilayering process, and we found that the sharp edges of the culturing substrate profoundly affected this process. Boundaries act as meso-scale constraints that can trigger cell-mediated remodeling of the tissue. This, combined with surface nanopatterning, provides a useful tool to control the three-dimensional architecture of ECM-rich tissues.
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Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction

Tissues usually have to accomplish multiple and complex scopes in vivo, which are of biological, biochemical, mechanical and structural nature. To achieve this level of functionality, tissues are characterized by the presence of adaptive and responsive entities, like cells, proteins, sugars, lipids, that are precisely assembled in the space, thus constituting an organized architecture. For instance, arrays of fibres orderly arranged in space and embedded in a gel-like matrix, endow biological tissues with mechanical properties that perfectly withstand physiological loads. Even a modest alteration of the native structure might have a detrimental effect on the stability of tissues thus impairing their functionality (1, 2). Within the classical Tissue Engineering scheme, strategies aiming at regenerating tissues must lead to a microarchitecture that replicates the spatial features observed in vivo (3, 4). Signals in the form of biochemical moieties, topographic patterns or mechanical properties need to be clearly presented to cells to control the processes of biosynthesis and protein spatial assembly (5–7). In order to be effective, these signals must act on a cellular (micron scale) and sub-cellular/receptor (nano scale) level. However, encoding micro- or nano-metric patterns of signals in three-dimensional (3D) bulky scaffolds is not straightforward. First, micro- and nano-fabrication technologies are able to imprint patterns of signals with the adequate spatial resolution and on large areas, but they are most suitable in two-dimensional contexts (8). Second, the fabrication of 3D patterns can be performed with consolidated technologies (e.g. 3D printing, bio-plotting), but the
spatial resolution that can be achieved is well above that required for a proper guidance on a protein/cellular level (9). More sophisticated technologies, as multiphoton lithography, can produce 3D structures with submicrometric resolution (10). However, the implementation of these techniques requires the use of very expensive equipment and time-consuming processes. Furthermore, the choice of biocompatible materials that can be used with these technology is limited.

Scaffold-free approaches represent an alternative path to the above-mentioned techniques as they envisage the cultivation of cells in specific conditions, that enable the processes of cell self-organization and matrix biosynthesis, ultimately generating viable tissues in vitro (11). Among the various culturing conditions, planar assemblies of cells and matrices have been widely investigated (12). However, the cell-matrix membranes thus produced are of scarce clinical interest as they are very compliant and cannot withstand physiological loads. Thicker tissues can be produced by stacking a certain number of membranes one on the top of the other and by allowing the structure to consolidate, owing to the spontaneous cellular sheet self-organization (13, 14). Indeed, preliminary examples of in vivo implantation of multi-layered membranes have been reported. For instance, smooth muscle and endothelial progenitor cells bilayers were used to treat a rat ischemic myocardium. The structurally mature patch improved myocardial functions and initiated robust angiogenesis (15). In a different application, Lin et al. demonstrated that a three-layer adipose stem cell derived matrix enhanced the healing of a full thickness skin wound model (16). Owing to the promising performances of cell/tissue sheet in both in vitro and in vivo applications, efforts were made to control cell positioning and the spatial assembly of the secreted extracellular matrix (ECM). Along this line, surface patterning with biochemical or topographical signals proved to be effective in controlling cell adhesion processes and biosynthetic events (17). Typically, linear gratings are encoded on material surface in order to orient cells and matrix in a common direction (18, 19). The resulting sheet displays aligned ECM fibres and an anisotropic mechanical behaviour consequently (20). This notwithstanding, in order to have a tight control on the 3D arrangement of the proteinaceous micro constituents it is necessary that the ordering effect of the patterned signal is transmitted throughout the thickness. However, while some authors demonstrated that the surface patterning induces a cell/matrix alignment and such an alignment is maintained within the membrane, other report different trends (20–22).

Given the importance of tissue microarchitecture in affecting and possibly dictating tissue functions, we designed an experimental campaign to investigate the role of the
guiding effect provided by material patterning on cell organization and matrix structure. To this aim we cultivated MC3T3-E1 cells on linear pattern exhibiting long-range order or on non-linear pattern with shot-range order. We characterized the \textit{in vitro} tissuegenesis and the spatial assembly of the tissue sheets constituents by means of confocal and multiphoton microscopy. Finally, we characterized the mechanical properties of the \textit{in vitro} generated tissues sheets in uniaxial traction tests and we related the response to the micro structural features of the tissues.
2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Preparation of micropatterned substrates

Patterned substrates were obtained by replica molding of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) on two different masters. We refer to linear substrates as those obtained from a polycarbonate master consisting of 1.5 cm² nanograted (700 nm ridges with 1.4 µm pitch and 250 nm depth) (Fig. 1A). Non-linear substrates, instead, were obtained on SU-8 patterned master, produced with 2D laser printer (Heisenberg). The pattern consisted of an area of 1.5 cm² displaying channels with a groove and ridge width of 2 µm and depth of 1 µm arranged in a trapezoidal wave shape (Fig. 1B). Wave period is 495 µm and the linear ramps are 255 µm. The two consecutive ramps are connected by a 20 µm straight channel. Flat PDMS substrates were used as control and were produced by using a polystyrene dish as mold.

Fig. 1. Scanning Electron Micrograph of either linear (A) or non-linear patterned (B) substrate. Bars are 2 µm and 20 µm respectively.

PDMS was prepared by mixing elastomer base and curing agent at 10:1 weight ratio. The solution was degassed, poured onto the master and then cured at 60°C for 2 h. Cured PDMS substrates were treated with oxygen plasma in order to improve cell adhesion. Briefly, the treatment was performed with a Plasma Femto (Diener) equipped with 13.56 MHz 100 W power generator for the plasma excitation. Plasma exposure was 1 min and then substrates were sterilized by UV exposure for 30 min. Samples were then incubated with serum-supplemented culture medium overnight prior to cell culturing experiments.
2.2.2. Cell culture

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts (ATCC) were cultured in alpha MEM with deoxyribonucleosides, ribonucleosides and 2 mM L-glutamine, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 units ml\(^{-1}\)), streptomycin (100 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) (Gibco). The cells were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO\(_2\). The culture medium was changed every two days. After 3 days of culture, cells were detached with trypsin/EDTA (0.25% w/v trypsin/0.02 mM EDTA) (Gibco) and seeded on linear, non-linear and flat substrates.

Collagen rich tissue sheets were produced by seeding cells at the density of 2·10\(^4\) cells cm\(^{-2}\) (sub-confluent) on the linear pattern, non-linear pattern and flat substrates, and cultivating the cells for 2 weeks in presence of 25 µg/mL of ascorbic acid.

The experiments concerning the inhibition of cell contractility were performed by using culture media supplemented either with ML7 (myosin light chain kinase inhibitor, Sigma), previously solubilized in dimethyl sulfoxide, at the final concentration of 20µM, or with Blebbistatin (Sigma) in a DMSO (Sigma) solution at a final concentration of 50µM. ML7 or Blebbistatin supplemented media were used after 1 week of culture in standard condition. Afterwards, inhibitors were supplemented to media that were changed 3 times per week.

2.2.3 Tissue staining and image acquisition

After 2 weeks cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Samples were blocked in PBS/bovine serum albumin 1% solution (Sigma) for 30 min, to avoid non-specific binding. Actin staining was performed by incubating samples with TRITC-phalloidin (Sigma) in PBS for 30 min at room temperature. Then, for nuclear staining, samples were incubated with a 1:10000 solution of SYTOX Green (Invitrogen, 10 mg/mL in dimethyl sulfoxide) in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Samples were thoroughly rinsed in PBS and mounted on glass slides.

Fluorescent images of actin bundles and nuclear DNAs were collected with a Leica TCS SP 5 (Leica Microsystems). Samples were excited with 543 nm (actin) and 488 nm (nuclei) laser lines, and the emissions were collected in the 560–650 nm and 500–530 nm ranges, respectively. Collagen fibres were visualized through second harmonic generation
(SHG) microscopy, i.e. samples were excited with a femtosecond laser (Coherent) at 840 nm and the emission was collected in the 415-425 nm interval.

2.2.4 Cell-collagen structure characterization

In order to gain a better insight into cell and collagen arrangement within the tissue sheet, z-stacks of tile-scans of the whole sample were collected, thus obtaining large digital volumes of the tissues sheets. Tile-scans were obtained by a digital stitching of 6 images organized in a 3x2 grid. Image analysis of the stacked confocal micrographs was performed by running OrientationJ plug-in in Fiji software (23). The plug-in measures the distribution of actin filaments or collagen fibres direction. To assess whether variations in the distribution of orientations occurred through the tissue thickness, the algorithm was applied to the basal and apical plane. In more details, tile-scans of the basal or apical plane were divided into 6 non-overlapping regions (region of interest) and the algorithm was applied to each region. We specified the following parameters for the algorithm: Gaussian window dimension $\sigma=1.5$ pixel; Min. coherency = 20%; Min. energy=2%. Min. coherency and energy represent the anisotropy and the orientation degree respectively. Briefly, coherency is in a 0 – 100% range, in which the highest value indicates highly oriented structures and the lowest one the isotropic areas. Energy is a value correlated to the intensity of each pixel of the entire image, higher values correspond to pixels in an oriented structure (24).

The nuclear aspect ratio of cells in the basal or apical plane of tissues grown on patterned or flat substrates, was evaluated with the command “analyse particles” in Fiji. Briefly, digital images acquired with a 63x objective lens and containing the nucleus signal were binarized. Then the “analyse particle” command was run and the “shape descriptor” data were stored. Significant differences between basal or apical cells within each group (linear, flat or non-linear) were determined with t-test written in Matlab (The Mathworks). Significant differences among groups, i.e. either basal or apical cells on linear, flat or non-linear groups, were assessed with a one-way ANOVA test followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test written in Matlab. $p$ values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

To visualize the apical collagen ultrastructure with SEM, a decellularization protocol was performed. Briefly, tissues were glued on the edges to the PDMS substrates with Twinsil glue (Picodent) in order to prevent tissue tearing during handling. Then a 2 ml TrypLE express 1X (Gibco) solution was added to each sample for 20 min, to allow cell detachment yet preserving matrix structure. Afterwards, samples were rinsed twice with
dH$_2$O for 20 min on a tilting plate at 30 rpm. In order to purge out cellular remnants, samples were covered with a 0.69% Trizma base (Sigma), 0.26% EDTA (Sigma) and 1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) solution. After 1h, samples were rinsed thoroughly with dH$_2$O and then left on a tilting plate at 30 rpm overnight. Decellularized tissue sheets were dehydrated through an ascending series of water/ethanol solutions (10% steps, 10 min each) ending in 100% ethanol. Ethanol soaked samples were dried in a critical point dryer (EM CPD300, Leica). Subsequently, samples were coated with a 10 nm gold layer with a 208hr sputter coater (Cressington). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed by means of an Ultra Plus Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Germany) with a 10 kV tension.

To quantify the amount of collagen produced on the non-linear and flat substrates, we used the Sircol Assay (Biocolor) on samples cultured for 2 weeks. Briefly, samples were digested by pepsin (0.1 mg/ml in 0.5M acetic acid) overnight incubation at 4 °C. Afterwards, the collagen solution was isolated and concentrated. This reacted with the dye to form the complex. 1 ml of alkali reagent was added and mixed to dissolve bound dye and samples were assayed at 540 nm on a Victor$^3$ spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer). Collagen standards were used as controls.

2.2.5 Mechanical testing

For mechanical testing, samples were produced by sheets overlaying. More specifically, cells were cultivated on the patterned or flat PDMS substrates and in presence of a polycarbonate frame (PC, Millipore) with a dog-bone shaped hole in the centre (Fig. 2A). After two weeks of culture, sheets were mechanically peeled off by pulling the PC frame and two sheets were stacked one on the top of the other (Fig. 2B).
A) Tissue grown on a polycarbonate (PC) frame. A dog-bone shaped hole is carved in the midpart of the PC frame thus allowing the tissue (grey) to be in close contact with the underlying pattern. This tissue is intertwined with the one growing on the PC frame (PC+T, diagonal hatch), thus forming a continuum. Prior to traction testing, the composite structure was mounted between the clamps of the traction machine and the frame was cut along the “cutting line”. B) Schematic representation of the tissue overlapping process by which the self-organized tissue is obtained (bottom).

To allow the self-assembly of the tissue sheets, the multilayers were supplemented with 200 μl of cell culture medium and placed in the incubator for 30 min. Afterwards, 2 ml of medium were added to the dishes, which remained in culture for additional 1 week in the same conditions.

The tissues produced in the dog-bone shaped frames were gently removed from the dish. Afterwards, the samples were mounted between the clamps of a 2752 dynamometer (Instron). Before starting the uniaxial test, frame edges were cut in transversal direction, thus exposing only the cell and matrix assembly to the uniaxial stress. Cross-bar displacement speed was set at 5 mm/min and data acquisition rate was set at 100 ms.

The parameters strain at break, tensile strength, initial slope (i.e. slope of the stress-strain curve in the 0-0.05 interval), linear slope (i.e. slope of the linear part of the stress-strain curve) were extracted from the stress-strain charts. Significant differences between groups were assessed with a one-way ANOVA test written in Matlab (The Matworks) followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test. p values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
2.3 Results

In order to assess how the 3D organization of cells and the de novo synthesized matrix is affected by the guiding effect of material signals, we cultivated MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts on either anisotropic (linear) or isotropic (flat) PDMS substrates. PDMS has received much attention as a popular material for developing substrate platforms in mechanobiological applications, owing to its numerous advantages over other polymeric materials. More specifically, PDMS is characterized by tunable elastomeric properties, low cost, gas permeability, optical transparency, low auto fluorescence, nano-scale precision, and high fidelity of feature production when cast on micro- and nano-fabricated masters (25). However, the use of PDMS for cell culture often poses several challenges over long-term studies. The intrinsic high surface hydrophobicity of PDMS has been identified by many studies to be the primary factor that causes poor cell adhesion. Surface treatment with oxygen plasma has been proposed as a convenient strategy to improve the PDMS surface hydrophilicity (26). This treatment allows the PDMS surface to adsorb proteins (27) that may enhance cell adhesion, facilitating long-term cell studies (28). If kept in a wet environment, surface hydrophilicity is conserved for a long period (26).

We used MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts as they are a stable cell line that is able to synthesize abundant collagen when supplemented with ascorbic acid (18). In issue may arise on whether MC3T3 can undergo to an osteoblastic differentiation during long term culture. However, Quarles et al. demonstrated that MC3T3-E1 cell undergo to osteoblast differentiation only in presence of both ascorbate and β-glycerol phosphate. In the absence β-glycerol phosphate, MC3T3-E1 cells express low levels of alkaline phosphatase in long term cultures and fail to express a fully differentiated osteoblast phenotype as evidenced by the inability to form and mineralize extracellular matrix. Therefore, β-glycerol phosphate is absolutely required for mineralization in ascorbate-treated cultures (29). MC3T3-E1 cells, in their preosteoblastic state, form thick (around 30μm) sheets in vitro predominantly constituted by ECM, as opposed to conventional cell-sheets almost entirely constituted by cells. Thus, we will refer to the cell-matrix assemblies generated in vitro as tissue sheets rather than cell-sheets. To understand how MC3T3-E1 perceived the topographic signal in an environment in which both cell-cell contact and cell-matrix interactions are non-negligible, as well as how such a signal could be transferred through the tissue sheet
thickness, we investigated tissue sheets microarchitecture after one week (short term) and two weeks (long term) of culture.

In short term cultures, cells perceived the topographic signal and formed a layer of closely packed cells, coaligned to the pattern direction (Fig. 3A). Collagen fibres also displayed a similar coalignment to the pattern (Fig. 3B). On flat surfaces, cell and collagen did not display the same level of packing having randomly oriented cells with a polygonal shape (Fig. 3C, D).

![Fig. 3. Tissue sheets grown on linear patterned or flat substrates after 1 week of culture. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, C, E, G) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, D, F, H). Bars 100 μm.](image)

In both cases, we observed a tendency of the cells to get arranged in the form of bilayers, with basal cells in contact with the PDMS and a top apical layer separated by a thin ECM core. However, the bilayers were not homogeneously populated, especially in the apical region (Fig. 3E-H). Culturing cells for an additional week allowed the cells to form a more homogeneous apical plane that was separated by the basal plane by a thick collagen-rich stratum containing few and sparse cells. We observed markedly different cell and ECM organizations according to underlying surface topography (Fig. 4).
Montage of tissue sheet z-stacks. Tissues are approximately 20 µm thick. Montages are obtained with slices spaced of approximately 7 µm. The first slice is the basal plane (1); the last slice is the apical plane (4). Z-stacks are obtained from confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin and collagen acquired with SHG. Bars 50 µm.

More specifically, confocal images of cells cultivated on linear patterns, revealed that cells on the basal plane displayed a spindle-like morphology with the major axis coaligned with the pattern direction (Fig. 5A). Similarly, collagen fibres adjacent to the basal plane were coaligned with cells and the pattern direction (Fig. 5B). Image analysis of actin bundles (phalloidin) and collagen fibres (SHG) performed with OrientationJ confirmed our observation, i.e. distributions displayed peaks very close to the direction of the pattern (Fig. 5C). In particular, the distribution of collagen fibres was sharper with respect to that
of actin bundles. A very similar pattern of orientations was observed in the apical plane with both cells and collagen fibres coaligned with the basal plane (Fig. 5D and E). In this case, however, the distribution of orientations of actin and collagen was very similar, with almost overlapping, sharp peaks (Fig. 5F).

Fig. 5. Tissue sheets grown on linear patterns. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Pattern direction is the vertical axis. Bars 100 μm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane. Pattern direction is centred at 0°.
The strong similarity of the distributions of orientations of the basal collagen and apical actin may suggest that the de novo synthesized collagen acts as a guidance for the apical plane and that the ordering effect exerted by the topographic signal could propagate throughout the tissue thickness. To verify this, we analysed cell and collagen orientation of tissue sheets grown on flat substrates. In this case, cells residing on the basal plane showed a spread morphology with no specific orientations (Fig. 6A). Surprisingly, the orientation of collagen fibrils did not follow that of the cells (Fig. 6B), an occurrence that was confirmed by the analysis of orientations (Fig. 6C). The arrangement of cells and collagen in the apical plane followed a different trend. First, we did not observe a unique direction of orientation. Second, cells formed patches of coaligned cells (Fig. 6D) and the corresponding collagen fibres retained a similar orientation as that of the cells (Fig. 6E). In this case, the distribution of orientations of both actin and collagen showed several peaks (Fig. 6F).

Fig. 6. Tissue sheets grown on flat surfaces. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Bars 100 μm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane.
Previous reports demonstrated that topographic patterns could exert an ordering effect on secreted proteins, such as collagen and fibronectin, where cells cultivated on flat surfaces produced randomly arranged fibres \((18, 30)\). In our case, the distribution of the orientation of basal collagen fibres did not correlate with the orientation of basal cells, but it was similar to the distributions of both cells and collagen in the apical plane. This suggests that some sort of interactions occurred between the two planes, ultimately dictating the shape of the tissue sheet. In particular, we hypothesize that the contractile forces generated by the cells in the apical plane can remodel the underlying collagen owing to its compliant nature. Conversely, cells on the basal plane are firmly anchored to the stiff patterned substrate and exert a limited remodelling action on the basal collagen layer.

In order to better understand the mechanisms of matrix assembly, along with the role of cell-mediated remodelling in the process, we carried out cell cultures on wave-like, non-linear patterns whose shape and dimensions are depicted in Fig. 1.

We used such a pattern design as it introduces a discontinuity in the long-range order of linear patterns, resulting in a short-range order \((495 \, \mu m)\) identified by two major direction of alignment. We then investigated whether the short-range order was maintained through the tissue thickness or it was affected by remodelling effects. In the first week of culture, cells in contact with the substrate formed a monolayer in which cell body was elongated and followed the wave-like contour of the pattern (Fig.7A). Cells in the apical plane were present, but in a patch-like fashion thus forming and heterogeneously populated layer. This stated, we limited the image analysis on the basal actin and collagen in order to verify whether the non-linear pattern could still exert its ordering effect on a short-range. The distribution of actin orientations confirmed the qualitative observation, according to which actin fibres are oriented along two dominant directions, namely the pattern directions (Fig. 7C). Collagen in close proximity to the basal cell layer also displayed a wave-like configuration, however image analysis showed the presence of two broad peaks approximately corresponding to the actin peaks (Fig. 7B, C).
Fig. 7. Tissue sheets grown on non-linear surfaces after 1 week of culture. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A) and collagen acquired with SHG (B). Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals in the tissue sheet (C). Bars 100 \( \mu \text{m} \). Dashed lines in C represent the pattern directions.

This suggests that collagen fibres are initially structured in an analogous manner as the neighbouring cells. Long-term cultures revealed a different scenario: cells on the basal plane were still closely packed, retracing the pattern features (Fig. 8A). Image analyses of SHG images (Fig. 8B) revealed that collagen was predominantly oriented along a single direction, which was intermediate to the two directions of the pattern (Fig. 8C). In the apical plane, we observed a similarity of the distribution of orientation of apical actin and collagen with the basal collagen (Fig. 8D-F).
Fig. 8. Tissue sheets grown on non-linear surfaces. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Top left inset in A and B represent the pattern features. Bars 100 μm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane. Dashed lines in C represent the pattern directions.

As a further step to characterize the role of cell-mediated remodelling in affecting the spatial arrangement of collagen fibrils, we performed cell culture experiments on linear patterns, flat surfaces or non-linear patterns in presence of the contractility inhibitor ML7. This was added after 1 week of culture in normal conditions, thus allowing cells to lay down a provisional matrix template for the formation of a bilayered structure. Image analysis revealed that both basal and apical collagen of tissues grown on patterned substrates still displayed a preferential direction of alignment, which corresponded to that of the pattern, and were markedly similar to the orientations of actin fibres (Fig. 9A, B, D, and E). However, the distributions were broader with respect to those measured in normal culturing conditions (Fig. 9C, F and Tab. 1).

Similarly, apical collagen fibrils of tissues grown on flat surfaces exhibited a very broad distribution of orientations, which was similar in shape to that of the basal collagen (Fig. 9G, H, I, J, K, L). In the case of tissue grown on non-linear pattern, ML7 inhibitor induced a collagen configuration in the basal plane which resembled the distribution of
actin filaments (Fig. 9M, N). In fact, in the distribution of collagen, two different peaks were distinguishable (Fig. 9O), even though the distribution was markedly broader than that in normal condition of culture. Both collagen and actin of the apical plane showed a broad distribution of alignment along a single direction (Fig. 9R).
Fig. 9. Tissue sheets grown on substrates with linear patterns (A-F), flat surfaces (G-L) or non-linear pattern (M-R) in presence of the ML7 inhibitor. The inhibitor was added after 1 week of culture. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D, G, J, M, P) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E, H, K; N, Q). Top left inset in M and N represent the pattern features. Bars 100 µm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C, I, O) and apical (F, L, R) plane. Dashed lines in O represent the non-linear pattern principal direction.

These data demonstrate that while topographic signal provide an initial guidance to the de novo synthetized matrix, the actomyosin contractility plays an important role in the maturation of tissue sheets as it dictates the spatial configuration of cells and collagen fibres within the tissue sheet.

For further demonstration of the importance of cell contractility in the spatial organization of collagen matrix, we performed experiments in the presence of Blebbistatin, an inhibitor of the ATPase function of nonmuscle myosin which blocks the motor function of filaments (31, 32). The experimental conditions in this case was the same of those used in the presence of ML7 inhibitor. The addition of Blebbistatin after one week of standard cell culture, did not allow the actin filaments to assemble, which were therefore not recognizable by phalloidin staining. Collagen fibrils were clearly visible in the whole tissue thickness, both in the linear and in the flat cases and, therefore, we limited our analysis on collagen fibrils only. First, we still observed that pattern collagen coalignment existed in the linear tissue (Fig. 10). Here, however, the distribution was much broader with respect to that observe in the samples treated with ML7, which still enables actin fibres formation and some level of contractility (Tab.1).
Tab. 1.  Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of peaks exhibited by collagen distributions of linear tissue sheets grown in normal culture conditions, in medium supplemented with ML7 or Blebbistatin.

Second, we observed that the distributions of fibres of the basal plane of flat and non-linear tissues were remarkably similar to those of the apical plane, with almost overlapped peaks and shoulders (see Fig. 10A, 10B). These results suggest that a strong inhibition of contractility, does not allow apical cells to reorient the surrounding collagens which retains a similar orientation to the collagen fibrils laid on the basal plane.

Fig. 10.  Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the collagen signal in non-linear (light grey), linear (black) and flat (dark grey) tissues treated with Blebbistatin inhibitor of the basal (A) and the apical (B) plane.

A further confirmation of our hypothesis is the fact that superficial (apical) collagen observed with SEM is in the form of short fibrils with a small diameter (Fig. 11), whereas in normal conditions collagen bundles are often observed (for an example see Fig. 2 in Chap.3).
Fig. 11. Apical collagen SEM of linear (A), flat (B) and non-linear (C) tissue sheets treated with Blebbistatin, decellularized in order to purge out cellular remains and achieve a direct view of the collagenous matrices. Bars are 2µm.

Taken together these data suggest that the establishment of the cell-matrix architecture in the apical plane follows mechanisms that are not exclusively dictated by the microstructural features of the basal plane. Rather, our data suggest that the structure of the basal collagen is affected by contractile forces exerted by cells on the apical plane.

The fibrous ECM also provides a mechanical microenvironment in which the mutual relationships between cells and ECM have a profound impact on both cell and nuclear morphology (33, 34). As the nuclear envelope is variously interconnected with the actin cytoskeleton, we hypothesized that cell generated forces could also influence nuclear shape. To this aim, we evaluated nuclear aspect ratios in cells populating the apical plane and the basal plane.
Fig. 12. Confocal images of nuclei stained with sytox green. Images are collected from basal and apical plane of tissues grown on linear substrates (A, B), flat surfaces (C, D) and non-linear pattern (E, F). Bars 20 μm. Boxplot of the nuclear aspect ratios of basal (Bas) and apical (Api) cells. * indicates significant differences with respect to the apical cell case. # indicates significant differences among linear, flat and non-linear groups.
Nuclei of cells in the apical plane are always more elongated with respect to those of the basal plane. And this occurrence was independent from the pattern features (Fig. 12A-F). Yet, cells on the linear pattern displayed the highest values of nuclear aspect ratio (Fig. 12G). This suggests that cells that find themselves in a highly anisotropic and unidirectional matrix effectively stretch along the oriented fibrous matrix. This creates a favourable condition for the actin fibres to exert a coordinated action around the nucleus, ultimately compressing it. Conversely, cells on flat surfaces displayed a polygonal shape and the contractile forces of the actin bundles do not cause excessive nuclear squeezing, which results in low nuclear aspect ratio values of the cell on the basal plane. This notwithstanding, cells on the apical plane can locally reorient collagen fibres thus creating patches of aligned collagen, in which cells elongate and display squeezed nuclei. However, this process is less effective as a remodelling phase need to precede cell elongation and nuclear lateral compression. In this context, the non-linear pattern is an intermediate case in which cells in the apical plane initially perceive a short-range order, which is eventually modified in long-term culture by straightening the wave-like collagen assembly.

The data presented so far demonstrate that the mutual interplays between cells and matrix define both the shape of cells and nuclei along with the microstructural architecture of the tissue. The latter, has a profound influence in dictating the macroscopic mechanical response. In order to assess whether the observed differences in collagen orientation affected the overall mechanical properties of the tissue sheets, we performed uniaxial traction tests on the three types of tissues (Fig. 13A). Tissue sheets grown on linear patterns were tested in the direction either parallel or perpendicular to that of the pattern. We will refer to these samples as “longitudinal” or “transversal” respectively.
Fig. 13. A. Representative stress strain curves obtained with uniaxial test on non-linear (cross), flat (circle), longitudinal (triangle) and transversal (diamond) tissue sheets; B. histograms reporting the initial slope (grey) and the slope of the linear region (black); C. histogram of the strain at brake (grey) and ultimate tensile strength (black). Asterisks denote significant difference with respect to the longitudinal case. Groups expressing linear slope in A or tensile stress in B are all significant different from each other.
The mechanical tests revealed that tissue sheets possessed a J-shaped stress-strain curve that is characteristic of soft biological tissues. The mechanical response of the tissues we produced is analogous to that of composite laminates, in which the orientation of the fibrous reinforcement depends on the specific lamina within the composite.

Since transverse, flat and non-linear tissues had similar initial modulus (Fig. 13B) it is possible that the initial mechanical response is independent from the tissue microarchitecture and is dominated by an isotropic matrix. Such a matrix is responsible for transferring the applied load among the fibres, throughout the sample. However, matrix loading was not the main mechanism of mechanical response for samples displaying a considerable amount of fibres initially oriented along the load direction, as in the case of longitudinal tissues. In fact, in these samples fibres are readily stretched even at low deformations, which cause the initial modulus to attain higher values.

At higher deformations, the load transfer between the matrix and the fibres, causes the fibres to change their spatial configuration that ultimately results in fibre reorientation along the direction of the applied load. Fibre recruitment is scarcely effective in transverse tissues since the isotropic matrix undergoes failure before fibres can participate in withstanding the applied load. Indeed, these samples displayed the lowest values of the linear modulus and of the ultimate tensile stress. Conversely, longitudinal tissues, having almost all the fibres oriented along the direction of the applied load, possessed the highest linear modulus and tensile strength. Flat and non-linear tissues displayed intermediate values of linear modulus compared to the transverse and longitudinal ones (Fig.13B). Flat tissues have a not negligible fraction of fibres orthogonal or nearly-orthogonal to the direction of the applied load which scarcely contribute to the tissue total stress even at large deformations (Fig. 6C, F). This results in a reduced linear modulus and ultimate strength compared to the longitudinal and non-linear tissues (Fig. 13C). Non-linear tissues exhibit a considerable amount of fibres whose orientation is close to the direction of the applied load (Fig. 8C, F). However, collagen fibre distribution is broader than that observed in the case of linear tissues (Fig. 5C, F), which results in an increased toe-region, i.e. the transition zone between low stress and high stress linear regimes, in the stress-strain curve (Fig. 13).
2.4 Discussion

Tissue morphogenesis depends on matrix production as much as on its assembly and organization. These processes are strongly regulated by cells and exogenous stimuli among which mechanical forces play an important role (35). In vitro, the existence of a directional guidance provided by material signals affected cell shape and orientation collectively, as well as matrix production and assembly (18, 22, 28). More specifically, substrates displaying patterns of parallel and straight channels, obtained either with microcontact printing or with soft-lithography, markedly affected micro constituent assembly within the in vitro generated tissues. This was observed during the production of different tissue types. Williams et al. reported a microcontact printing-based technique to produce aligned smooth muscle cell sheets (36). A further development of the technique consisted in an ordered stacking of aligned cell sheets to produce thick membranes displaying comparable histology as that observed in native vascular media tissues (37). Furthermore, the same group also reported that aligned myoblast cell sheet was able to determine the spatial arrangement of the underlying sheets (5). Therefore, the spatial assembly of cells within multi-layered tissues could be modulated with the staking process.

Different cell types, however, are able to spontaneously generate multi-layered structures in vitro if subjected to adequate culturing conditions. The pioneering works of Bard and Elsdale demonstrated that fibroblasts cultures on plastic dishes spontaneously formed multi-layered structures (38). However, the dynamics leading to tissue sheet formation in vitro has never been elucidated. By conjugating cell multilayering and substrate patterning, Guillemette et al. were able to produce corneal, vascular media and dermal tissues sheets, whose internal structure resembled the one found in vivo (22). In particular, cells in close contact with the substrate followed the pattern features, whereas overlaying cells were oriented displaying a characteristic angle shift that depended on the specific cell type. A different trend was reported by Isenberg et al., who cultivated aortic smooth muscle cells on micro-grated substrates and obtained a thick tissue characterized by cells homogeneously oriented in a single direction (20). Conversely Pietak et al. found that the ordering effect imposed by the underlying pattern is lost when tissue surpasses 20 micron in thickness (21). Altogether, these data demonstrate that even though cells can produce multi-layered tissues, the possibility of finely controlling the spatial assembly of ECM components is not straightforward as several factors may play an important role in
the process of tissue assembly, for instance material stimuli, cells type and their interactions with the surrounding environment.

This is a central issue in the case of *in vitro* tissue regeneration, as tissue architecture and mechanics ultimately dictate its functions. For instance, Zhao et al. reported that the contribution of material nanopatterning and low tension stimulates hMSCs to produce aligned tissues rich in fibrillary collagen that proved to preserve hMSCs multipotency *in vitro* (39). Similarly, Xing et al. found that highly aligned nanofibrous matrices derived from fibroblasts cultivated on nanopatterned surfaces dramatically reduced immune response compared to randomly oriented tissues, making them interesting systems for *in vivo* applications (19). Within this context, several reports demonstrated that orderly arrays of de novo synthetized matrix components also confer the tissue with appealing properties in perspective of transplantation. For example, Kim et al. produced functional myocardial tissues on nanograted PEG hydrogels (3). In particular tissues grown on specifically patterned hydrogels exhibited improved electrophysiological features and higher expression of gap junction markers with respect to tissues grown on flat surfaces (3). In the context of regenerating connective tissues, micro- and nano-patterned substrates have been extensively used. These were predominantly aimed at stimulating orderly arrays of fibres exhibiting anisotropic properties. An early work by Curtis et al. demonstrated that tubular micro-patterned guides proved to stimulate the biosynthesis of parallel collagen bundles reminiscent of normal tendon histology even in an *in vivo* context (40). More recently, Isenberg et al. demonstrated that mechanically anisotropic tissues can be obtained by using micro-grated substrates that were effective in controlling the alignment of the de novo synthesized matrix (20).

These findings undoubtedly demonstrate the importance of the spatial assembly of the de novo synthetized matrices in affecting or regulating cells behaviour and tissue functions. However, a thorough understanding of the way material stimuli influence matrix production and assembly may enable developing strategies to exploit these stimuli to control the 3D tissue assembly *in vitro* and hence tissue functions. It has been recently demonstrated that material stimuli in the form of surface nano-patterning was effective in stimulating hMSCs to assemble and produce a fully differentiated tendon *in vitro* by guiding not only the spatial assembly of cells and ECM but also to guide stem cells through complex differentiation pathways (28).

Here, we investigated the spatial assembly, its dynamics and the mechanical response of tissue sheets grown on different types of patterns. First, we observed that the ordering
effect induced by the linear pattern was maintained through the tissue sheet thickness, thus producing a highly-aligned tissue. Second, we found that cell contractility was also involved in the establishment of the tissue sheet structure, as even modest amount of myosin inhibitor ML7 strongly altered the distribution of orientations of both actin fibres and collagen. In particular, the orientation of the basal plane correlated with the orientation of cells and collagen in the apical plane, and such a correlation persisted when inhibitors were used. These observations did not allow us to unequivocally conclude that the surface patterning while effective in ordering cells adjacent to the basal plane, do not induce a direct order away from the basal plane. Rather, the guidance of material signals dictate the initial spatial assembly of cells and matrix, whereas cells on the apical plane remodel in time the structure of the whole tissue. This was even clearer when we used non-linear patterns constituted by periodic units of short-range patterns. In short time cultures, in which bilayered structures were barely visible, the wave-like shape of the de novo synthetized collagen was evident. However, at longer culturing times the contractile forces of cells in the apical plane dramatically deformed the structure. Additionally, we observed that in presence of Blebbistatin, the final matrix architecture was strongly different from the normal culture condition case. In particular, we noticed that the collagen distributions of the basal and apical plane were very similar to each other, suggesting that cell contractility play a crucial role in the development and the organization of the apical plane. Tissues grown on non-linear surface show in normal condition of culture a principal direction of alignment in the apical plane which was different of that imposed by the pattern features, due probably to the remodelling effect exerted by cell contractility. Whereas, non-linear tissues cultured in presence of Blebbistatin possessed an apical plane in which the two principal directions of alignment imposed by the pattern were clearly discriminable. 

Taken together these data suggest that the ordering effect of material signals provide cells (and the early matrix) with a specific directional guidance. Cells in the apical plane are free to contract and remodel the underlying matrix and the magnitude and direction of contractile forces depends on the initial arrangement of cells and matrix. In the case of linear patterns, cells in the apical plane are already oriented along the direction of the matrix and cell generated forces end up in enhancing collagen alignment and promoting cell stretching and nuclear squeezing. Apical cells of flat, isotropic tissues can still contract the underlying matrix, but since they lack of a collective guidance, they produce patches of compact and aligned tissues with elongated cells, but with no macroscopic, long-range
order. The role of cell contractility also explains why the ordering effect of short-range patterns is not entirely transferred through the tissue thickness. In fact, cell generated forces within the apical plane are sufficient to straighten the shallow wave-like contour of the underlying collagen matrix towards a more mechanically stable array of parallel fibres. These markedly different structures that formed on the three substrates also determined very different mechanical response of the tissue sheets when tested in uniaxial tension. Linear longitudinal tissues are constituted by a considerable fraction of fibres directed along the direction of the applied load, which endow the tissue with high stiffness and tensile strength. Conversely, tissue grown on flat surfaces exhibited a more compliant behaviour and reduced strength with a more pronounced toe-region connecting the low- to the high- strain regime. Tissues grown on non-linear pattern displayed an intermediate behaviour mostly detected by the broad distribution of orientation of collagen fibrils. Concerning collagen production, we did not observe any significant difference of the collagen content produced on linear, flat or non-linear, suggesting that the topographic signal indirectly affects the initial arrangement of collagen but not its amount (Fig. 12).

![Histogram of the collagen concentration measured with the Sircol assay.](image)

Indeed, the ultimate tensile stress of non-linear tissues is higher with respect to the flat case, while strains at break are almost identical. Our data showed that if the tissue sheet architecture possessed a remarkable fraction of fibres completely or nearly aligned along a
single direction, the fibre compaction is promoted and fibre strength and hence ultimate properties are improved.

In this experimental campaign, we shed light on relevant aspects that relate the guiding effect provided by material patterning to the microarchitecture and cell organization of tissues grown *in vitro*. While the material signal in the form of linear gratings with long-range order is effective in guiding cells to synthetize and assemble a highly-aligned matrix, periodic repetitions of short-range orders, as in the form of a wave-like pattern, are not faithfully reproduced throughout the tissue thickness. In this case, cells residing away from the material are able to remodel the underlying matrix through contractile forces. We hypothesized that the material signals can provide an initial guidance to cells and tissues, yet cells modify the initial arrangement towards more mechanically stable configurations. This action creates matrices with specific spatial structures whose characteristics act locally, by affecting cell and nuclear shape and possibly mechanotransduction pathways, or globally, by affecting the gross mechanical response of the tissue. Such an aspect of dynamic interplay between apical, i.e. cells far away from the material surface, remodelling and basal cells must be taken into account when designing material platform for the *in vitro* generation of tissue with specific microstructural assemblies.
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Chapter 3

3.1 Introduction

Extracellular matrix (ECM) is a highly organized and complex assembly of macromolecules, also acting as signalling factors. A main task of ECM consists in enabling adhesions and interactions of cells with the surrounding matrix and to providing the tissue with mechanical structural integrity. ECM displays cues for cell migration, proliferation, differentiation and survival, essential characteristics to development, homeostasis and tissue repair. ECMs are predominantly constituted by fibrillar proteins, including collagens, fibronectin, laminin, glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans and other matricellular proteins. ECM components are responsible of the overall structural and mechanical properties of tissue, such as strength, compliance, elasticity and viscoelasticity. Additionally, these components are involved in the binding, sequestration and stabilization of signalling molecules incorporated within the matrix (1). The ECM is constantly deformed, degraded, synthesized, remodelled, as the environment changes and in response to tissue and organ demands (2), so that it is possible to affirm that ECM is in a dynamic equilibrium state.

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine aims at producing biomaterials that can adequately recapitulate the multifactorial aspects of ECM functions. This notwithstanding, matrices formed from synthetic or biological materials (fibrin, hyaluronan or collagen), are not able to reproduce the molecular organization of native tissues. For this reason, the use of native ECM itself as a biomaterial has been pursued.
In the past decade, whole tissues or organs decellularization was suggested as an interesting technique to produce biological scaffolds composed of ECM. Decellularized ECM from donor tissue has been utilized in the repair of bladder (3), heart valve (4), skin (5) and small intestinal submucosa (6). Currently, allogenic or xenogenic tissues derived matrices, has been widely used as natural biomaterials (7, 8). The retention of tissue architecture provided by decellularization of tissues and organs, enabled the introduction of this system also for tissue engineering applications (9–11).

However, matrices derived from natural tissues have a limited capability of being manipulated both mechanically and architecturally, and possess uncontrolled variability depending on the age, health and gender of individual sources. Matrices derived from mammalian cells in culture provide an alternative to native tissue-derived ECMs. Cell derived matrices (CDM) contain a plethora of macromolecules that can mimic natural tissue microenvironments. In contrast to tissue ECM, properties of CDM can be modulated by selecting: the type(s) of cells used to produce the ECM; the culture system; the application of external stimuli. Another opportunity to act on CDM characteristics lies in the ability to genetically modify the source cells to augment or silence the expression of target molecules.

CDMs were used to confer bioactivity to synthetic scaffolds through the deposition of matrix molecules on the scaffold surface. The principal disadvantage in the use of CDMs with respect to the whole tissue decellularization is their typical weak mechanical properties. However, this issue can be overruled by mechanical preconditioning, which shown significantly improvement in the mechanical properties of CDM, particularly for cardiovascular applications (12, 13).

Therefore, decellularized matrices derived from in vitro cell constructs (or decellularized cell derived matrices, dCDMs) offer a valid alternative to decellularized whole tissues for tissue engineering applications. Furthermore, dCDMs can be created in vitro using patient-specific cells such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) (14), fibroblasts, osteoblasts (15) or chondrocytes (16).

Concerning their performances in vitro, several studies aimed at assessing cell recognition and reaction to specific dCDM features. Of particular interest in tissue engineering applications, the response of undifferentiated cells to dCDM has gained large attention in the recent past. For example, Prewitz et al. (17) compared matrices generated by mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and human neonatal dermal fibroblasts to matrices generated by human MSCs.
grown in osteogenic factors (osteodCDM) or ascorbic acid (aadCDM). MSC-dCDM was thicker than the other matrices, and showed an elastic modulus in the same range of that exhibited by the native bone marrow, whereas other dCDMs showed higher values of the elastic modulus. Additionally, aadCDM showed a significantly higher content of collagen and growth factors with respect to the osteodCDM. Compared to cell culture dishes (CCDs), the MSC-dCDM brought in several advantages, such as higher proliferation rates; greater osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation efficiencies; increased secretion of growth factors in cultured MSCs. The enhanced expansion of the MSC populations were attributed to the characteristic of the aadCDM that resembled the native bone marrow niche (17).

The multipotency of MSCs lies in their ability to differentiate into several musculoskeletal cell types. However, this kind of stem cells is not abundant in native tissue, so that, ex vivo expansion becomes crucial to obtain clinically relevant cell numbers. In vitro expansion of MSC, in long culturing conditions, typically diminishes their differentiation potential and leads to cellular senescence. In order to avoid such a problem, several efforts attempted to produce a microenvironment similar, as much as possible, to the bone marrow niche. Bone marrow cell (BMC) derived matrix contained a composition similar to bone marrow, including the presence of typical macromolecules such as collagen I and III (18). Lai et al. showed that MSCs expanded on BMC-derived matrix exhibited a higher degree of proliferation rate, multipotency and reduced intracellular levels of reactive oxygen species, in comparison with MSCs expanded on CCDs. MSCs expanded on dCDMs retained their potential for osteogenesis, while cells cultured on CCDs had reduced osteogenic potential after 7 passages (18). Similar results were demonstrated for foetal MSC-derived matrix (19, 20).

Even though several results are promising, a substantial variability in the reported effects of CDM in vitro and in vivo applications still exists. This probably because of the many differences in the intrinsic variability of primary stem cells, as well as in methods and applications examined thus far.

Recently, immortalized cells were proposed to be used as potential source of CDMs. These cells provide various technical advantages, such as improved stability, easier manipulation conditions along with their ability to provide a large number of homogeneous cells. Artificial depletion or enhancement of specific molecular key elements production within a CDM may be also enabled by genetic engineering of cell lines (21). A second important consideration that affects CDM production is the cell culturing conditions.
Culture methods for CDM generation offer flexibility and versatility to the desired applications. For example, adherent cells grown in monolayers deposit a thin layer of matrix molecules, whereas, cells cultured as multicellular aggregates produces three-dimensional matrices, without the need for a carrier scaffold. However, the most common and easy methods for generating CDM are to culture cells as monolayers (2D).

Additional considerations may also include mechanical pre-conditioning to improve the mechanical properties of the resulting material (12, 13), or altering the environmental conditions (e.g. hypoxic conditioning (22)) to better model in vivo microenvironments (0.5–14% O₂, depending on tissue vascularization (23), compared to 21% O₂ in classic culture conditions). Once a sufficient amount of ECM has been deposited, the cellular component can be disrupted and removed from the ECM through a decellularization method, involving the use of chemical, physical, and biological treatments and their combinations (24).

Unlike cellular material, ECM components are predominantly conserved among species, thus the primary goal of decellularization is the removal of cellular antigens and other immunogenic components, such as DNA, to minimize the risk of adverse immunological responses (7). This objective must be balanced against preserving the molecular composition, bioactivity and structural integrity of the matrix itself, thus careful consideration and subsequent evaluation must be taken when selecting/developing a decellularization method.

Given these premises, we aimed at investigating these two aspects: first, we analysed whether dCDM of a stable cell line could be used as support for MSC culture and expansion; second, we investigated how the combination of signals, like biochemical, mechanical and structural, displayed by different MC3T3 dCDMs can influence stem cells fate.
3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Preparation of micropatterned substrates

Linear patterned substrates were obtained by replica moulding of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) on a polycarbonate master consisting of 2 cm² nanogratings (700 nm ridges with 1.4 mm pitch and 250 nm depth). Flat PDMS substrates were used as control and were produced by using a polystyrene dish as master. PDMS was prepared by mixing elastomer base and curing agent at 10:1 weight ratio. The solution was degassed, poured onto the master and then cured at 60°C for 2 h. PDMS substrates were treated with oxygen plasma in order to improve cell adhesion. Briefly, the treatment was performed with a Plasma Femto (Diener) equipped with 13.56 MHz 100 W power generator for the plasma excitation. Plasma exposure was 1 min and then substrates were sterilized by UV exposure for 30 min. Samples were then incubated with serum-supplemented culture medium overnight prior to cell culturing experiments.

3.2.2 CDMs production

The production of a 3D-organized matrix was carried out by cultivating MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts (ATCC) for 2 weeks on linear or flat surfaces. Cells were cultured in alpha-MEM with deoxyribonucleosides, ribonucleosides and 2 mM L-glutamine, supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 units ml⁻¹), streptomycin (100 mg ml⁻¹) (Gibco). MC3T3 were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO₂. The culture medium was changed every two days. After 3 days of culture, MC3T3-E1 cells were detached with trypsin/EDTA (0.25% w/v trypsin/0.02 mM EDTA) (Gibco) and seeded on linear and flat substrates. Collagen rich tissue sheets derived from MC3T3-E1 cells were produced by seeding cells at the density of 2x10⁴ cells·cm⁻² (sub-confluent) on the linear pattern or flat substrates, and cultivating the cells for 2 weeks in presence of 25 µg/mL of ascorbic acid.

3.2.3 Decellularization

In order to obtain a decellularized cell derived matrix (dCDM) a decellularization protocol similar to that reported by Wolf et al. (25) was performed. Briefly, once a thick tissue sheet (2 cm²) was produced on linear or flat surfaces, a PMMA mask with two holes (d = 3 mm) was put on it to avoid the tissue detachment during the decellularization. The
PMMA mask was glued over the samples Twinsil glue (Picodent). A 2ml TrypLE express 1X (Gibco) solution was added to each sample for 20 min, to allow cell detachment avoiding ECM degradation. Samples were then rinsed twice with dH₂O for 20 min on a tilting plate at 30 rpm. In order to purge out from the CDM every cellular remnant, samples were covered with a 0.69% Trizma base (Sigma), 0.26% EDTA (Sigma) and 1% Triton X-100(Sigma) solution. After 1 h, samples were rinsed thoroughly with dH₂O and then left on a tilting plate at 30 rpm overnight. The next day the obtained dCDMs were incubated with fresh medium (DMEM) for 12 h.

For the experiments concerning the mechanical pre-conditioning, a treatment with genipin (Sigma) was performed to increase the stiffness of the matrix (26). Briefly, after the decellularization protocol, samples were incubated in a 2.5% filtered solution of genepin diluited in DMSO (Sigma) and PBS (1:1) overnight. The next day samples were rinsed thoroughly with dH₂O twice for 30 min and then were incubated with DMEM for 12 h.

3.2.4 dCDM ultrastructural characterization (SEM)

dCDMs were dehydrated through an ascending series of water/ethanol solutions (10% steps, 10 min each) ending in 100% ethanol. Ethanol soaked samples were dried in a critical point dryer (EM CPD300, Leica). Afterwards, samples were coated with a 10 nm gold layer with a 208hr sputter coater (Cressington). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed by means of an Ultra Plus Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Germany) with a 10 kV tension.

3.2.5 Mechanics characterization of dCDMs

Young’s moduli of decellularized cell derived matrices (dCDM) were measured by means of an atomic force microscope (JPK Nanowizard) using a silicon nitride cantilever (Bruker MLCT-O10) with a spherical polystyrene probe (6 µm diameter). The deflection sensitivity of the cantilever was measured using glass as a stiff surface. The cantilever spring constant was estimated using the thermal fluctuation method. The manufacturer’s nominal value for the cantilever spring constant (k) was 0.05 N/m, and the experimental values obtained were generally 0.05–0.06 N/m. Glass substrates with dCDM were planed under the AFM tip and the force curves were captured in different locations along the matrices. Force curves for either linear or flat samples were taken at room temperature in PBS. The AFM procedure was done by scanning a region of interest (24x24 µm) using
contact mode, with an extension speed of 0.5 µm/s. Data are acquired until a vertical deflection of 90nm was achieved. All curves were fit to the Hertz–Sneddon model for a paraboloid indenter with the JPK Data Processing software:

\[ F_{\text{paraboloid}} = \frac{4}{3} \left( \frac{E}{1 - v^2} \right) R^{1/2} \delta^{3/2} \]

in which \( F_{\text{paraboloid}} \) is the force exerted by the indenter, \( E \) is the Young’s modulus of the matrix, \( R \) is the curvature radius of the indenter, and \( d \) is the distance between the indenter and the sample. The matrices were assumed to be nearly incompressible with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5. The Young’s modulus was found for each force curve using the fitting algorithm provided by the JPK software. A maximum indentation of approximately 500nm was chosen for fitting. The contact point of the cantilever with the sample was chosen to be the point at which the derivative of the force–distance curve became nonzero. Thus, data were fit from the contact point to the maximum indentation value. Average Young’s modulus was computed by averaging all force curves for a given condition (linear and flat samples).

3.2.6 Stem cells culture

D1-ORL UVA murine mesenchymal stem cells (passage 3) (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM with 2 mM L-glutamine, supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 units ml\(^{-1}\)), streptomycin (100 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) (Gibco) respectively. Stem cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO\(_2\). The culture medium was changed every two days. After 3 days of culture, D1-ORL UVA cells were detached with trypsin/EDTA (0.25% w/v trypsin/0.02 mM EDTA) (Gibco) and seeded on dCDMs and on cell culture dishes (CCD) at a 1.5 x 10\(^4\) cell cm\(^{-2}\) density (sub-confluency).

The experiments on the differentiation of D1-ORL UVA cells were performed by using differentiating media, i.e. MesenCult™ Osteogenic Stimulatory medium and MesenCult™ Adipogenic Stimulatory medium (StemCell) directly on cells grown on dCDMs and CCDs. Media were replaced 3 times per week. For the evaluation of the loss of the differentiation potential of cells, D1-ORL UVA MSCs were cultured on dCDMs and CCDs in maintenance medium (DMEM) for 2 weeks. Then, cells were collected from each surface, by a trypsin and collagenase treatment. Briefly, a trypsin/EDTA (0.25% w/v trypsin/0.02 mM EDTA) (GIBCO) was used for cell detachment. Samples were then
treated with collagenase (2.5mg/ml, Roche) for 20min at 37°C. Then, supernatants were removed and the remaining cells were re-suspended in DMEM before the reseeding. Cells collected were seeded on CCDs at a 2 x 10^4 cell cm^-2 density (sub-confluency) and cultured in differentiating media for additional 2 weeks.

3.2.7 Cell staining

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). For the differentiation tests Alizarin Red and Oil Red O staining was performed in order to verify osteogenic and adipogenic commitment respectively. Alizarin red solution was added to the samples for 45 min, then the solution was rinsed twice with dH2O. To verify adipogenesis, samples were fixed in 60% iso-propanol for 5min and then put into a solution of Oil Red O and water (2:3) for additional 5 min. Images were collected with an upright optical microscope XC51(Olympus). For immunostaining experiments, samples were blocked in PBS/bovine serum albumin 1% solution (Sigma) for 30 min, to avoid non-specific binding. Markers staining was performed by incubating samples with an anti-Sca-1 and anti-CD29 (Abcam) primary antibodies in PBS (1:100) over night at 4 °C. The secondary antibody (pseudo-colored green) was Goat Anti-Rat IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor 488 1:1000) and Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor 488 1:1000) for 1hour at room temperature. For nuclear staining, samples were incubated with a 1:10000 solution of Dapi (Sigma) in PBS for 10 min at 37 °C. Samples were thoroughly rinsed in PBS and mounted on glass slides. Fluorescent images of Sca1 and CD29 were collected with a Leica TCS SP 5 (Leica Microsystems). Samples were excited with 488 nm laser lines, and the emissions were collected in the 500–530 nm range. Dapi was visualized through multiphoton microscopy, exciting the samples with a femtosecond laser (Coherent) at 700 nm and the emission was collected in the 415-425 nm interval.

3.2.8 Image analysis

Cellular density in the sample was evaluated by means of image analysis. Images of cell nuclei on dCDMs and CCDs were collected and analysed by ImageJ software. Density fold increase was calculated as the ratio of the number of nuclei in a specific region of interest (ROI) after 24h and the cell number after 2 weeks in a ROI of the same size. In order to avoid the overlapping of different nuclei, the plug-in classic watershed (IJPB-
plugins) was applied preliminary. Briefly, this plug-in allows recognizing round particles and automatically segmenting the overlapped ones.

In order to evaluate the D1-ORL UVA expression of Sca-1 and CD29 markers, images of different samples were collected with a HCX IRAPO L 25x 0.95 water immersion objective lens. No changes of the acquisition settings i.e.: gain, zoom, pinhole size, laser power etc. were made during image collection. 15 images per sample type, containing approximately the same numbers of cells were collected. Immunostaining performed on the thick tissue sheets suffers from clustering of the fluorescent secondary antibody, which creates bright spots in the image. Since CD29 and Sca-1 are membrane markers that do not form focal plaques, the bright spots were erased from the digital images with a user-independent method. More specifically, digital images were automatically subjected to a “moments” threshold with Fiji and pixels above the threshold were set as NaN values, which exclude them from the subsequent analysis. Mean fluorescence intensity and standard deviation were collected by using the command “measure” in Fiji.

3.2.9 Statistics

Significant differences among groups, i.e. cell densities among CCDs and dCDMs or Sca-1 and CD29 intensities and standard deviations, were assessed with a one-way ANOVA test followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test written in Matlab (The Mathworks). \( p \) values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
3.3 Results

In order to generate bio-support, synthetized by cells *in vitro*, which could be used as stem cell scaffold, we used MC3T3 preosteoblasts, which are known to produce abundant ECM in a consistent manner. Additionally, we were interested in evaluating whether biophysical features of the supporting matrices affected stem cell behaviour in terms of stemness retention or differentiation potential. To this aim, we produced two different matrices by exploiting the ordering power exhibited by nanopatterned surfaces. Linear substrates, as shown in Chap. 2, induced the production of an approximately 50um thick tissue sheet with mature and parallel collagen fibrils in 2 weeks of culture. Conversely, flat substrates induced a random configuration of collagen fibrils. Once a well-formed structure was obtained, we performed a decellularization procedure in order to obtain a dCDM with a specific architecture dictated by the pattern features. Our decellularization protocol purges the structure from any cellular material, preserving the cell self-assembled ECM architecture, as shown in Fig. 1. Here, we were not able to detect remnants of filamentous actin or nucleic acids. Collagen was clearly visible in SHG mode and the fibrillar structure was similar to that observed in normal matrices (see Chap. 2).
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**Fig. 1.** Z-projection of MC3T3 multi-layered dCDM grown on linear or flat substrates. Bars are 20µm.
The dCDMs thus obtained showed different structures, in terms of collagen bundling and spatial arrangement. SEM micrographs clarify this aspect. The unidirectional traction forces exerted by cells in a parallel configuration induced a remodelling effect that caused a marked compaction of collagen fibrils (Fig.2). This effect produced a more bundled structure in comparison with the flat case, in which fibrils are randomly distributed. Such a configuration and a non-polarized traction force exerted by cells, did not allow extensive compaction of collagen fibrils.

![Linear vs Flat](image)

**Fig. 2.** SEM of MC3T3 multi-layered dCDM grown on different patterns for 2 wk. Bars are 10µm

We then asked if such a difference in collagen arrangement affected the mechanical characteristics of the obtained structure. To this aim, we performed AFM mechanical tests. Young’s moduli were in the 10-100Pa range. Although linear dCDM displayed higher values of Young’s modulus with respect to flat dCDM such a difference was not significant (Fig.3).
Next, we verified if dCDMs were suitable for cell cultures by performing a low-density cell seeding on the matrix directly. In particular, we used D1 ORL-UVA cells, murine mesenchymal stem cells, as they represent a consistent cellular model to study commitment under effect of exogenous stimuli (27). Our structures induced the adhesion and the elongation of cells, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Young’s moduli of dCDM measured on linear and flat decellularized tissue sheets.

Fig. 4. D1 ORL-UVA seeded at low density on MC3T3 dCDM after 72 h of culture. Bars are 20µm
Cells seeded on linear dCDM were elongated along a common direction, i.e. direction of collagen alignment induced by the pattern, whereas cells in contact with flat dCDM were elongated along different directions. Additionally, SEM images showed that the D1 ORL UVA cells strongly interacted with the surrounding matrix by producing protrusions firmly adhering and pulling the fibrillar matter (Fig. 5).

![SEM image](image.png)

Fig. 5. SEM of D1 ORL-UVA seeded at high density on a linear 2 wk MC3T3 dCDM after 72 h of culture. White arrow indicates cell protrusion interacting with collagen fibrils. Bar is 1µm.

Once assessed that dCDMs allowed cell adhesion we asked whether the morphological and mechanical features of the bio-support could affect stem cells behaviour. First, we performed a proliferation test. Briefly, we performed a high density D1 ORL UVA seeding both on dCDMs and on cell culture dish (CCD), whether evaluated the number of cells per cm² after 24h, which was considered to be the time 0, and 2 weeks of culture. We observed that dCDMs displayed an approximately 25-fold increase in cell density with respect to time 0, which was also significantly higher than the fold increase on CCD substrates (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Histogram of D1 ORL-UVA density fold increase in 2 wk culture. Cells were seeded at high density either on dCDMs or on cell culture dish. Asterisk indicates significant difference from Dish sample.

Second, we asked if dCDMs, besides favouring cell proliferation, affected mesenchymal stem cells response to differentiation media and hence influencing their commitment. In order to understand this aspect, we carried out experiments on cell fate after 2 weeks of culture in differentiating media, i.e. osteogenic and adipogenic medium. Surprisingly cells seeded on dCDMs and supplemented with osteogenic medium did not show a commitment in the osteogenic lineage. In fact, Alizarin Red staining reported no calcium accumulation over the new cell sheet. Conversely cells stained with Oil Red O exhibited the presence of small and non-uniform distributed lipidic vacuoles more marked on flat dCDM rather than on linear one (Fig. 7A). When subjected to adipogenic medium D1-ORL UVA cells cultured on dCDMs showed very large lipidic vacuoles uniformly distributed over the whole cell sheet (Fig. 7B).
Fig. 7. D1 ORL-UVA seeded at high density on a 2 wk MC3T3 dCDM after 2 wk of culture in osteogenic medium (A) and in adipogenic medium (B). Bars are 50 µm.

Such an unexpected result might arise from either a decreased capability of differentiation of D1 ORL-UVA due to senescence, or by a different response to induction media caused by the fibrillar matrix and its chemical-physical characteristics. We asked if, changing the mechanics of these support was sufficient to influence the differentiation behaviour in response to the induction media, without changing the biochemistry of the surface. We then performed the same experiments on supports treated with 2.5% solution of genipin, used as mechanical pre-conditioner to increase the Young modulus of the surface. AFM analysis showed that genipin caused the dCDM stiffness to increase significantly with respect to the non-treated samples (cfr. Fig 8 and Fig. 3; 400-700 Pa in genipin treated samples vs. 30-50 Pa in non-treated samples).
Young’s moduli of 2.5 % Genipin treated dCDM, measured on linear and flat decellularized tissue sheets.

D1 ORL-UVA in contact with such a support, caused a different response to the induction media. In fact, as shown in Fig. 9, after 2 weeks of culture in either osteogenic or adipogenic medium, Alyzarin Red staining highlighted a strong osteogenic differentiation. Moreover, the Oil -Red O staining (Fig. 9) showed a decreased tendency to differentiate into the adipogenic lineage with respect to the case of dCDMs not mechanically preconditioned.

Fig.9. D1 ORL-UVA seeded at high density on a 2 weeks MC3T3 dCDM treated with a 2.5% genipin solution, after 2 weeks of culture in osteogenic medium (A) and in adipogenic medium (B). Bars are 50µm.
In order to clarify the effect of the dCDM on stem cell behaviour, we verified whether if a spontaneous tendency of cells to differentiate in either adipogenic or osteogenic lineage. Thus, we performed cell cultures on dCDMs in normal condition, i.e. cultured in maintenance medium (DMEM). Cells cultivated on CCDs were used as control. Cells seeded on dCDMs, did not show a specific commitment. From the staining, cells cultivated on linear dCDM displayed a higher degree of homogeneity with respect to cells on flat dCDM, in which traces of lipidic vacuoles were visible. Cells cultivated on CCD, instead, displayed wide spread lipidic vacuoles and few mineralization nuclei (Fig.10).
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Fig.10. D1 ORL-UVA seeded at high density either on a 2 wk MC3T3 dCDM or on CCD for 2 wk in basal of culture medium (DMEM). Bars are 50µm

To verify whether stemness was maintained, immunostaining against selected markers was performed. At a first sight, it was difficult to notice any marked difference among dCDMs and CCD samples (Fig. 11). In all cases cells expressed the stemness markers Sca-1 and CD29, which were distributed throughout the sample. Thus, we performed a quantitative analysis on the immunofluorescence digital images.
Fig. 11. Confocal images of D1 ORL-UVA on different substrates after 2 weeks of culture immunostained for Sca-1 (Top) and CD29 (Bottom). Bars are 20µm.

Quantitative analyses of the intensity and the homogeneity of the markers signals, revealed differences among the samples. Sca-1 marker was significantly more expressed on dCDMs samples than on CCD one (Fig. 12A). The analysis on signal homogeneity, evaluated with the standard deviation of the signal intensity, revealed that Sca-1 was significantly more homogeneously distributed on linear dCDM than on both flat dCDM and CCD samples (Fig.12B). Instead, CD29 was more expressed on dCDMs, with no significant differences between linear and flat samples, than on CCD samples (Fig.12C). No significant differences among samples in terms of CD29 signal homogeneity was observed (Fig. 12D).
To verify if such a difference had effect on cell fate and, more specifically, if cells retained the ability to correctly undergo to adipogenesis or osteogenesis, an additional experiment was performed. We recollected cells after 2 weeks of culture in maintenance medium on the bio-supports and seeded them at the same initial density on dishes. After additional 2 weeks of culture in differentiating media on CCDs we performed either alizarin red or oil red o staining on samples and compared the results with cells cultivated on CCD in the same condition directly. Our results showed that cells cultivated on dCDMs preserved their stemness. In fact, cells derived from dCDMs were able to differentiate both in osteogenic and adipogenic lineage, in a more uniform and intense way in comparison with dish samples (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13. D1 ORL-UVA from dCDM after 2 weeks in basal medium, seeded at high density on dish, after 2 weeks of culture in osteogenic medium (TOP) and in adipogenic medium (BOTTOM). Bars are 50 µm.
3.4 Discussion

The loss of native phenotype is a common issue in expanding mesenchymal stem cells, this is characterized by loss of function, senescence and spontaneous differentiation (18, 28, 29). A possible approach useful to mitigate culture-induced phenotypic changes, besides the use of soluble factors, is the recapitulation of the tissue-specific microenvironment. In the last decade, the production of an optimized microenvironment for phenotype retention attracted substantial attention from the scientific community. dCDMs offer a valid alternative to this aim. In order to avoid problems relative to the production of bio-support starting from native tissues, a more reliable approach for tissue engineering has been recently suggested. As a partial solution to this problem, the production of ECM in vitro derived from different cell types might guarantee the necessary consistency and pliancy for tissue engineering applications. Cells sourced from different tissues could be used to produce matrices mimicking the relative composition of the natural tissues. For example, fibroblast, are well known for their ability to produce a collagen-rich extracellular matrix that resemble the typical composition of connectives. This characteristic has been exploited in several biomedical applications (30, 31). MSCs are also a common source for the dCDM production due to their ability to deposit ECM that mimics various tissues (e.g. bone, cartilage, adipose) depending on culture conditions, and their prevalent use in tissue engineering applications (32).

Currently the best candidates to produce an environment which could be used as an in vitro stem cell niche are multipotent primary cells (MSCs, BMCs, ESCs) (19, 20, 28, 32–34). This is because primary cells harvested directly from tissues closely recapitulate their native in vivo phenotype, thus are able to generate a matrix which accurately resembles the native microenvironment. However, obtaining a satisfactory number of primary cells for specific applications is often cumbersome. Accordingly, primary cells are expanded in vitro as finite cell lines. Though, passaging of cells selects for the most rapidly dividing subpopulations and the in vitro environment can alter cell behaviour, resulting in a phenotypic drift from the native cell state (34, 35), so that a certain degree of reproducibility cannot be guaranteed.

Despite these drawbacks, dCDMs provide a comprehensive environment in which mechanical, biochemical and structural signals act in concert influencing cell fate and
functions. This notwithstanding the mutual contribution of these signals to the cell response is still unclear.

In this experimental campaign, we exploited the experience on the control of the morphological characteristics of *in vitro* tissues exerted by material signals (Chap. 2), to produce two different structural assemblies of tissues. We used these tissues, after a decellularization procedure, as bio-supports to control stem cells activity. In particular, we wanted to verify if the matrix produced by an immortalized cell line (E1-MC3T3) was able to maintain the characteristics of stem cells and if a long-range order impressed on the bio-support had some effect on cell functions and fate. We focused our attention on how signals, such as mechanics and topography, may influence stem cell behaviour. In an *in vitro* context, the chemical characteristics, in addition to the physical ones, of the environment strongly affect stem cell fate and behaviour (36–38). Despite it is known that biochemical signals are of fundamental importance in driving stem cell fate, the intrinsic difficulty to modulate such a signal in an environment produced endogenously by cells, drove us to verify how modulating solely the physical characteristics of the environment could affect stem cell fate.

Moreover, we demonstrated that the ability to prevent the loss of differentiation and proliferative potential of mesenchymal stem cells could be achieved by matrices derived from an immortalized cell line. In fact, proliferative potential of MSCs cultured on such a bio-support, was enhanced with respect to CCDs cultures. Furthermore, dCDMs preserved the differentiation potential over long time culture. The ability of MC3T3 cells to produce an abundant ECM rich in collagen under ascorbic acid supplementation offer a valid alternative to the production of ECMs derived from cells difficult to treat as MSCs or BMCs. Hence, MC3T3 cells are able to produce a microenvironment that potentially mimics the bone marrow niche architecture and composition. We verified that the mechanical characteristics of the MC3T3 dCDMs are in the same range of the bone marrow niche. In fact, our data shown that dCDMs mean Young’s modulus is around tens of Pa, similarly to the values found in literature (17). We did not observe significant differences between supports with a characteristic long-range order and randomly oriented structures. Accordingly, linear and flat dCDMs showed comparable degrees of stemness maintenance of MSC cultured on them, with increased homogeneity of MSC population found in linear dCDMs with respect to the flat ones.

How MSCs integrate signals from the surrounding matrix and transduce them into genetic events is still unclear. Yet, it is well recognized that biophysical signals (such as
mechanical and topographical) are potent regulators of stem cell fate. For instance, the landmark study of Engler et al. demonstrated that the mechanical properties of the culturing substrates were able to dictate MSC lineage specification (39). Concerning the issue of phenotype retention Gilbert et al. demonstrated the muscular stem cells exhibited improved self-renewal capabilities if cultivated on matrices mimicking the stiffness of muscles (40). Therefore, it is likely that since our dCDMs have stiffness comparable to fat/marrow tissue, MSC are prone to retain the phenotype they exhibit in their native tissues. Additionally, when subjected to differentiation media, adipogenesis is enormously improved whereas osteogenesis is inhibited. This again could be explained in terms of the mechanical signalling arising from the soft CDM. Interestingly, adipogenesis is induced even in presence of osteogenic media, an occurrence that could be probably explained by the presence of dexamethasone in both media. In fact, Ghali et al. demonstrated that dexamethasone is responsible for adipogenic/osteogenic co-differentiation in a dose dependent manner (41). This peculiar behaviour could arise also by the overlapping of biochemical and mechanical signals. Rowlands et al. showed that human MSCs seeded on hydrogels coated with different proteins, undergo to osteogenic differentiation only if the right combination of protein and substrate stiffness is presented. In particular, they demonstrated that only hydrogels with a characteristic Young modulus (80kPa) coated with bone specific protein (Collagen I) induced osteogenic differentiation, whereas substrates coated with proteins, such as laminin or fibronectin, do not result in osteogenic marker expression despite the high substrate stiffness (42). Accordingly to this results, we observed that D1 ORL-UVA cells were able to differentiate into osteogenic lineage on stiffer dCDMs. In fact, enhancing the mechanical properties of the bio-support with a genipin treatment, we observed positive staining for the matrix mineralization in presence of either osteogenic or adipogenic media. Additionally, Zhao et al. demonstrated that hMSCs adipogenic differentiation prefers to occur on hydrogels with mechanical properties similar to those of the in vivo microenvironment, with respect to softer substrates (43). This suggests that a balance among chemical and physical signals should be achieved to control stem cell fate.

We found that, without changing the biochemistry of the supports, between the two physical signals that we are able to modulate, i.e. mechanical and structural, matrix stiffness played a dominant role. In fact, MSC maintain the very same characteristics when cultured on the two matrix types. Conversely, when collected from the matrix and cultivated on the CCD, cells displayed a very different behaviour with respect to those
directly cultivated on the rigid CCDs. Even though we did not perform a thorough molecular characterization of the MSC cultivated on the matrices, we speculate that the fibrillar nature of the matrix, although compliant, is able to transduce a mechanical signal up the nuclear envelope, which possibly can alter cell fate. In fact, cells cultivated on the matrices, both linear and flat, exhibit a more oblong nucleus with respect to cells cultivated on flat dishes (Fig. 13).
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Li et al. demonstrated that nuclear squeezing is inversely correlated with HADC activity (44). This caused an increase in histone acetylation with a more decondensed chromatin. It is possible that increased nuclear squeezing induced cells on dCDMs to adopt a more “open” chromatin structure that favours the expression of stemness markers such as Sca-1 and CD29. If this is the case, we should expect enhanced stemness retention on aligned dCDMs rather than on flat tissues as aligned fibrils should promote cell elongation and nuclear squeezing. However, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, cells are able to remodel the surrounding structure through contractile forces. This contractility generates small islet in which cluster of cells are highly elongated and coaligned with collagen. Therefore, the short-range order of the collagenous matrix is sufficient to allow cell and nuclear elongation and this might explain why we could not observe any difference in nuclear A/R and stem cell behaviour on the two matrices. It is possible that, by modulating the mechanical properties of the dCDMs with specific enzymes or compounds could
provide cells with a different mechanical feedback that differently influence their behaviour.

Elucidating the predominant role of the mechanical features on regulate stem cell fate, will strongly affect the approach of the production of bio-supports for tissue engineering applications. Along these lines, it is crucial to understand the mutual role of the signals displayed by matrices, in order to promote a tight control on stem cell fate. Here we addressed the issue of stem cell expansion and stemness retention. However, other applications can be envisioned. For instance, dCDM can be engineered to create platform to boost cell reprogramming, as it is emerging that the biophysical environment strongly affects this process (45, 46). Using cells of human origin, may allow the production of matrices that can be integrated in or around conventional scaffolds, acting as stem cell reservoirs, which can improve the healing potential of the scaffold itself. Whether for in vitro or in vivo applications, the use of CDMs represent a convenient and effective route to provide cells with complex arrays of biochemical, mechanical and biophysical signals, similar to those observed in the native environment. To this aim, material surface need to be specifically engineered to promote and guide matrix biosynthesis and its assembly according to specific features.
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Chapter 4

4.1 Introduction

Micro and nano-patterning material surfaces or, more specifically, patterning the cell adhesive properties of materials, provides an extraordinary opportunity to control cell behaviour \textit{in vitro}. In fact, patterns in the form of micro contact printing stripes or topographic pattern, proved to dramatically affect cell migration, elongation and orientation (1–3). A sapient harnessing of patterning might pave the way towards designing instructive platforms that exert a fine control on cells and, possibly, provide an effective guidance for tissuegenesis. However, the instructive power of patterned material surface has been mostly studied and characterized on isolated cells. While instrumental to gain a better insight into cell-material interactions, this condition is far from being comparable to those observed within a tissue regeneration context. In this case, extensive cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions occur, which can alter the perception of the material signals or even overrule them.

In the last thirty years, different approaches in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine have been developed, among which scaffold-less technologies are of particular interest due to their capabilities of taking advantage of cells’ natural ability to synthesize tissue and respond to signals. Scaffold-less approaches include the employment of any platform that does not require cell seeding or adherence on a three-dimensional and exogenous material (4, 5). According to this approach, ECM rich tissues spontaneously form once the processing conditions are optimized. This promotes cell-cell interactions that can increase ECM production (6–8), thus favouring a substantial degree of cell-matrix interaction, which might be beneficial for the development of a mature and functional tissue \textit{in vitro}.
This stated, the way material features affect the genesis and spatial assembly in vitro has been scarcely investigated. In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that, in a scaffold-less context, material nanopatterning mostly affected the arrangement of basal cells whereas the arrangement of the de novo synthetized ECM and apical cells was also affected by other factors, such as cell contractility and local cell clustering. Material patterning dictates the initial assembly of cells and ECM but the cell-mediated remodelling ultimately drives tissue structure towards mechanically stable configurations.

In agreement with the tensional homeostasis theory, a confluent layer of cells and matrix represents a continuum, in which cells build-up stresses that are transmitted through cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts and are balanced by substrate and ECM resistance, until equilibrium is reached (9). Any modification in matrix stiffness, material properties or cell assembly induces the system to move towards a new equilibrium point. A discontinuity in the culturing substrate represents a locus of instability as cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts are suddenly interrupted. This can cause a force unbalance and extensive remodelling, which might affect cell behaviour in terms of proliferation and migration (10). This effect becomes more evident when bio-supports for tissue genesis are geometrically constrained (11). Several literature reports demonstrate that physical cues, as mechanics and geometry, are crucial factors to regulate morphogenesis (12, 13). Confining cells on surfaces with micropatterning, exerted a dramatic effect cell proliferation, tissue shape and mechanics (11). Within the context of ECM rich tissues, it has been reported that fibroblasts cultured in collagen gels exerts high contractile forces throughout the extracellular environment, which determines the final tissue shape (14). Because the assembly of tissue structure is defined by the mutual interplay between cell adhesion, force generation and mechanics, it is presumptive that boundaries within the culturing environment alter the mechanical identity of the tissue and therefore its dynamic assembly (15). Even though geometry, mechanics and tension transmission are emerging as parameters to the biological control, the mechanisms through which cells interpret these elements to form de novo tissues are still far from being clear.

Here, we asked whether a chance to control the spatial assembly of the apical plane existed, thus allowing to generate CDM with specific 3D assemblies of collagen in a deterministic manner. We hypothesize that the presence of sharp edges in the cell culturing systems alters the force balance between cell contraction and matrix resistance thus initiating a cell and matrix reconfiguration. More specifically, sharp edges act as a meso-scale biophysical constraint (0.1 – 1.0 mm) that exerts its action on multi-cell arrangements (16). This, ultimately defines the structure of the apical plane, which as previously reported, affects the basal assembly of collagen. The understanding of such a phenomenon could lead to advances for the in vitro tissue regeneration for biomedical applications.
4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Preparation of nanopatterned substrates and tissue devices

Both patterned and flat substrates for cell cultures were fabricated as described in Chapter 2. Briefly, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), prepared by mixing elastomer base and curing agent at 10:1 weight ratio, was poured on a polycarbonate master consisting of 1.5 cm² nanograted (700 nm ridges with 1.4 μm pitch and 250 nm depth). Flat PDMS substrates were used as control and were produced by using a polystyrene dish as mold.

Experiments concerning the study of the spatial propagation of the edge effect were performed on specifically designed platforms referred as tissue devices (TDs). Such devices were produced by a rapid prototyping procedure, followed by pouring PDMS either on nanograted polycarbonate or on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, Goodfellow) slab. The polymer master molds were designed by AutoCAD and carved with micromilling machine (Minitech CNC Mini-Mill). Three different kind of geometry were chosen: circular (diameter = 1mm), square (side = 1mm) or rectangular (1 x 10mm).

The PDMS solution was degassed, poured onto the master and then cured at 60°C for 2 h. Cured PDMS substrates were treated with oxygen plasma in order to improve cell adhesion. The treatment was performed with a Plasma Femto (Diener) equipped with 13.56 MHz 100 W power generator for the plasma excitation. Plasma exposure was 1 min and then substrates were sterilized by UV exposure for 30 min. Samples were then incubated with serum-supplemented culture medium overnight prior to cell culturing experiments.

4.2.2 Cell culture

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts (ATCC) were cultured in alpha MEM with deoxyribonucleosides, ribonucleosides and 2 mM L-glutamine, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 units ml⁻¹), streptomycin (100 mg ml⁻¹) (Gibco). The cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO₂. The culture medium was changed every two days. After 3 days of culture, cells were detached with trypsin/EDTA (0.25% w/v trypsin/0.02 mM EDTA) (Gibco) and seeded on linear, and flat substrates.

Tissue sheets were produced by seeding cells at the density of 2·10⁴ cells·cm⁻² (sub-confluent) on the patterned or flat substrates, and cultivating the cells for 2 weeks in presence of 25 µg/mL of ascorbic acid. Tissue samples for the study on the propagation of the edge effect were produced by seeding cells at the same density of above on TDs and cultivated for 1 week in presence of 25 µg/mL of ascorbic acid.
4.2.3 Tissue staining and image acquisition

After culturing, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Samples were blocked in PBS/bovine serum albumin 1% solution (Sigma) for 30 min, to avoid non-specific binding. Actin staining was performed by incubating samples with TRITC-phalloidin (Sigma) in PBS for 30 min at room temperature. Then, for nuclear staining, samples were incubated with a 1:10000 solution of SYTOX Green (Invitrogen, 10 mg/mL in dimethyl sulfoxide) in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Samples were thoroughly rinsed in PBS and mounted on glass slides.

Fluorescent images of actin bundles and nuclear DNAs were collected with a Leica TCS SP 5 (Leica Microsystems). Samples were excited with 543 nm (actin) and 488 nm (nuclei) laser lines, and the emissions were collected in the 560–650 nm and 500–530 nm ranges, respectively. Collagen fibres were visualized through second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy, i.e. samples were excited with a femtosecond laser (Coherent) at 840 nm and the emission was collected in the 415-425 nm interval.

4.2.4 Edge effect characterization

In order to gain a better insight into the ordering effect exerted by the edges of the sample on tissue architecture, z-stacks of tile-scans in the edge zones were collected. Tile-scans were obtained by a digital stitching of 4 images organized in a 2x2 grid. Image analysis of the stacked confocal micrographs was performed by running OrientationJ plug-in in Fiji software (17). The plug-in measures the distribution of actin filaments or collagen fibres direction. To assess whether variations in the distribution of orientations occurred through the tissue thickness in presence of a sample edge, the algorithm was applied to the basal and apical plane. In more details, tile-scans of the basal or apical plane were divided into 4 non-overlapping regions (region of interest) and the algorithm was applied to each region. We specified the following parameters for the algorithm: Gaussian window dimension $\sigma=1.5$ pixel; Min. coherency = 20%; Min. energy=2%. Min. coherency and energy represent the anisotropy and the orientation degree respectively. Briefly, coherency is in a 0 – 100% range, in which the highest value indicates highly oriented structures and the lowest one the isotropic areas. Energy is a value correlated to the intensity of each pixel of the entire image, higher values correspond to pixels in an oriented structure (18).

The characteristic length with which the edge affected the tissue architecture, was evaluated with the command “measure” in Fiji. Briefly, in the digital images of the apical planes in the edge
zones the “measure” command was run on lines starting from the edge and ending on the last cell aligned with it.

In order to characterize tissue dynamics, i.e. to evaluate the space-temporal variations of the displacement and velocity of tissue elements, a particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis was performed. This allowed to analyse the velocity vector of two sequential images by loading the image sequences of the time-lapse videomicroscopy it was then possible to obtain the distribution of the components of velocity vectors on different TDs. Briefly, time-lapse videomicroscopy of whole TDs were collected by recording videos using an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope at 10x magnification, equipped with a digital camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA-Flash2.8). Three images of each device were captured every 30min from day 3 to day 5 of culture and from day 5 to day 7. A PIV analysis was performed on the videos using the plug-in of Matlab (The Mathworks) PIV_LAB by William Thielicke (19).

In order to characterize the velocity of the retraction front we analysed the time-lapse video microscopy with the Kymograph tool of Fiji. Briefly, the Kymograph displays the time variation of grey-scale intensity profiles of a ROI in a single chart. More specifically a ROI defined by a m pixel long segment is positioned within a n frame long time lapse video. The plugin gives back a n x m chart in which the i-th row represent the intensity profile of the ROI at time “i”, whereas the j-th column is the time variation of intensity at the position “j” within the ROI. By fitting the Kymograph space-time curves with a polynomial, it was possible to evaluate the mean velocity of a representative element. This tool was used for evaluating the velocity of element located within the first 150µm (from the edge) as well as those in the 150 - 300µm range (from the edge of TDs).

Tissue thickness was directly measured between the basal and the apical actin planes, visualized by the plug-in “3D projection” in Fiji run on z-stacked digital images of tissues. Significant differences among groups, i.e. characteristic length of the edge effect, mean velocity of tissue front retraction, were assessed with a one-way ANOVA test followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test written in Matlab (The Mathworks). p values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

4.2.5 TDs characterization (SEM)

PDMS TDs were coated with a 10nm gold layer with a 208hr sputter coater (Cressington). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed by means of an Ultra Plus Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Germany) with a 10kV tension.
4.3 Results

We have previously determined that the presence of topographic signals was able to strongly influence the architecture and mechanical response of tissues characterized by an abundant collagen matrix. We then asked if it was possible to gain a better control over the three-dimensional arrangement of tissues produced by a scaffold-less approach. We have frequently observed that the presence of a discontinuity in the culturing substrate, in the form of sharp edges, dramatically affected cell and tissue arrangement. In particular, cells near edges were usually found to coalign with edge direction and acquired a very elongated shape. Furthermore, cells formed assemblies that were thicker to those observed far from the edges, resembling rolled-over sheets. This observation prompted us to hypothesize that sharp edges act as meso-scale signals that locally alter cell and tissue assembly. We then asked whether such a signal propagated throughout the tissue sheet thus altering its structure. To this aim, we produced tissues by cultivating MC3T3 cells in presence of ascorbic acid either on patterned or flat surfaces. We carried out the same kind of analyses performed in Chapter 2 on basal and apical plane of tissues, this time near the edges of the substrate of culture, which represent a strong discontinuity to the culture condition in the central zone of the sample.

We found that, in presence of patterned surface, cells spontaneously formed a multi-layered structure in which a basal and an apical plane were distinguishable and coaligned with each other, in terms of cell morphology as well as of collagen fibrils (see Fig. 5 in Chap. 2). In presence of an edge parallel to the pattern direction, we observed that, cells and collagen, both in the basal and in the apical plane, were aligned with the pattern direction, as shown in the distributions of orientation of actin and collagen (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Structural features in proximity of the sample edge of tissue sheets grown on linear surfaces. ROIs were chosen in order to analyse the edge effect in presence of parallel pattern and edge. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Bars 50 µm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane. 0° represents the pattern direction.

A very different trend was seen in presence of an edge orthogonal to the pattern direction. In this case, basal cells in close proximity with the edge were coaligned with it (Fig. 2A, B), whereas cells located towards the centre still preserved their usual alignment along the pattern direction. This was also confirmed by the analysis of the distributions of orientations. Basal actin plane showed a distribution with two peaks, 90° apart: one in the direction of the pattern and a broad one approximately located along the edge direction. Collagen distribution of the basal plane exhibited a similar trend, in this case, however, the distribution of orientations close to the edge was narrower with respect to those observed in the actin distribution (Fig. 2C). The apical plane displayed a different arrangement of its constituents. Both actin and collagen were strongly coaligned with the edge direction, and no peaks were observed close to the pattern direction (Fig. 2D, E).
Structural features in proximity of the sample edge of tissue sheets grown on linear surfaces. ROIs were chosen in order to analyse the effect of the edge perpendicular to the pattern direction. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Bars 50 µm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane. 0° represent the pattern direction.

Hence, we observed that a discontinuity in the geometry of the sample strongly affected the assembly of the apical plane of multi-layered tissues overruling the effect imposed by the topographic signal. Thus, we were able to discriminate two different order of magnitude of signals: geometric constrains (strong) and topographic (weaker). To further confirm that sharp edges act as a signal per se, thus affecting tissue micro-architecture, we performed the same analysis on tissues grown on flat surfaces. We observed that the fibrillar elements of the basal plane possessed a predominantly random distribution, even if a very broad peak in the direction of the edge was observed (Fig. 3A, B, C). In particular, basal collagen distribution showed a shallow peak coaligned with the one of the apical collagen (Fig. 3F) confirming the basal/apical interactions described in Chapter 2.
Fig. 3. Structural features in proximity of the sample edge of tissue sheets grown on flat surfaces. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin (A, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, E). Bars 50 µm. Distribution of orientations, determined with the OrientationJ plugin, of the actin (black) and collagen (grey) signals of the basal (C) and the apical (F) plane.

This suggests that geometric signals were able to influence the assembly of the apical plane, affecting the organization of the basal plane by means of the transmission of the signal through cells contractility.

Owing to the potency of such a meso-scale signal, we asked how far it propagated from the sharp edge towards the centre of the sample. We observed that the effect imposed by the boundary conditions was transmitted in the apical plane with a characteristic length that was similar on the both patterned and flat surfaces (Fig. 4). We then asked if such an effect was static or evolved in time. In order to verify this aspect, we cultivated tissues on either pattern or flat surfaces for 3 weeks, and we evaluated the characteristic length of the edge effect. Although in this case no differences were observed among patterned and flat tissues, we observed that the transmission of the alignment imposed by the edges was significantly increased in time, as showed in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Histogram of the mean value of the characteristic length with which the edge effect arises. Edges influenced the tissue apical plane conformation, this effect increase in time as shown by the two different series. (*) Indicates significantly difference among samples.

Stated that boundary conditions strongly affected the three-dimensional organization of multi-layered tissues, we wanted to exploit this effect to have a control over tissue architecture throughout its thickness. Thus, we produced substrates with defined geometries and dimensions, in order to guarantee that the ordering effect of edges was effectively transmitted through the tissue. This was possible by producing centrosymmetric isles of PDMS, i.e. tissue device (TD), having characteristic length twice as that of the edge effect (≈ 500µm x 2). Such a design ensured that the edge effect completely covered the substrates. The geometries chosen were circles (CTD) and squares (STD) (Fig.5). We characterized tissues grown on either patterned or flat TDs, namely pTD and fTD respectively.
Fig. 5. SEM images of circle or square tissue devices, namely CTD and STD respectively. A, B are images of top view, whereas C, D are acquired with a high tilting angle. Bars are 100µm.

In order to understand the dynamics of the development of tissues on TDs we performed time-lapse video microscopy of the first week of culture. We observed that cells formed a confluent tissue within two days (data not shown). Thus, we analysed the movements of the whole tissue during the following 5 days of culture by means of PIV. The analysis was performed on bright-field images, therefore, we were not able to discriminate either basal or apical planes. On patterned substrates, the distribution of velocities in the directions parallel to the pattern direction was broader with respect to that measured in perpendicular direction (Fig. 6A, B). Since PIV referred to the whole tissue dynamics, we cannot conclude that the differences in velocity distributions solely arose from the presence of the pattern, because edge movement could play a role. To verify this aspect, we run the PIV tool on time lapse videos of tissues grown on flat surfaces, namely fCTD and fSTD. In both cases, we found isotropic distributions of velocity (Fig. 6C, D). However, tissues on fSTD exhibited narrower distributions with respect to those recorded on fCTD. This observation promotes the hypothesis that edge curvature plays a dominant role in tissue dynamics. In particular, visual observation of the time lapse videos revealed that the tissue in close proximity of the edge of CTD displayed a fast and centripetal flow (see colormaps in Fig. 6A, C). A fast, centripetal flow was also observed on patterned STD (pSTD) and more specifically on the case of edge and pattern in an orthogonal assembly (Fig. 6B). When pattern and edges were in a parallel configuration or when tissue was grown on fSTD its dynamics was almost stationary (see colormap in Fig. 6D). These observations explain the scatterplots in Fig. 6 in which high flow velocities were measured either in presence of curved edges or in the case of orthogonal pattern and edges setting.
Given these premises, we further hypothesized that such a behaviour could affect the genesis of the tissue apical plane. Therefore, we performed confocal microscopy on tissues grown on TDs after 1 week of culture. Digital images we acquired confirmed our insight. In fact, tissues grown on pCTD exhibited a homogeneous apical plane with cells aligned with the direction imposed by the edges, i.e. circumferentially (Fig. 7E), laid on an aligned basal plane (Fig. 7A). The architecture of the collagen matrix was influenced by the device, in fact a clear alignment with the pattern direction was not readily recognizable in the basal plane (Fig. 7B), whereas in the apical plane collagen was co-aligned with the edge (Fig. 7F).

We observed a similar behaviour in fCTD. In this case, tissues displayed a basal plane with randomly distributed microconstituents (Fig. 7C, D), and showed a mature apical plane, with cells aligned with the edges (Fig. 7G). Furthermore, cells were arranged circumferentially and were strongly elongated, inducing a strong nuclear squeezing in the direction of alignment. Collagen was
present even if a clear alignment with edges was not detected (Fig. 7D, H). Probably, 1 week of culture was not sufficient to allow randomly distributed cells to completely exert their remodelling power, whereas, if an initial alignment existed, cells were facilitated in performing the matrix compaction.

The structure of tissues grown on STD showed a very similar trend of those grown on CTD. In particular, pSTD induced a configuration of the microconstituents that resembled the pattern direction in the basal plane (Fig. 8A, B). Apical plane was aligned according to edge direction, and was well developed with densely packed cells and collagen when the edge was orthogonal to the pattern, as opposed to sparsely arranged cells and tissues observed in proximity of edges parallel to the pattern (Fig. 8E). The structure of apical collagen displayed a strong reminiscence of the basal assembly, even though a beginning of alignment in the direction of edges was appreciated. In fSTD, tissues displayed a randomly distributed basal plane (Fig. 8C, D) and a mature apical plane with actin bundles aligned with the direction of the bisector of the two close edges (Fig. 8G). Here,
collagen assembly exhibited a more ordered configuration with respect to the fCTD, in fact it was clearly aligned with the edges generating a square like configuration (Fig. 8H).

![Image of tissue sheets grown on STD with patterned and flat surfaces]

**Fig. 8.** Details of tissue sheets grown on STD with patterned (A, B, E, F) or flat (C, D, G, H) surfaces. Confocal images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin merged with nuclei stained with sytox green (A, C, E, G) and collagen acquired with SHG (B, D, F, H). Bars 50 µm. Red arrows and blue dashed lines represent the pattern direction and the TD edges respectively. For clearer illustrative purposes, only one quadrant of the STD is reported.

To understand how different geometries could affect the dynamics of the structuring apical plane, we studied in deeper details the centripetal flow of the tissues near edges. To this aim we performed kymograph analysis in the early time of assembly of the apical plane, i.e. 3-5 days of culture. Through this analysis, it was possible to evaluate the velocity of the retraction of the tissue front in presence of the edges. The centripetal flow of features in the images (which might be cells clusters or tissue elements) was represented in the position-time plane as curves with a negative slope. By interpolating these curves, we estimated the velocity flow of the centripetal tissue movement. This analysis showed that patterned TD exhibited two different rates of edge retraction, in fact the velocity was very low nearby the edges parallel to the pattern direction, whereas when
the edges were orthogonal to the pattern direction the slopes of the fitting curves were very steep indicating high velocities (Fig. 9A-D). Flat TDs showed an intermediate situation (Fig. 9E, F). At a first sight, no significantly differences were observed among CTD and STD.

Fig. 9. Kymographs of tissue grown on tissue devices circle (A, C, E) or square (B, D, F). These graphs represent the time variation of grey-scale intensity profile of a line. Time interval analysed is during 3-5 days of culture, whereas space interval represents half device, starting from the edge since the device centre. The tissue retraction was analysed in presence of edges longitudinal to the pattern direction (ITD) (A, B), orthogonal to the pattern direction (tTD) (C, D), or in presence of edges on tissue device with flat surfaces (fTD) (E, F). Red and yellow dashed lines represent the linear fit line of a space-time curve of a tissue element during retraction in the 0 - 150µm and 150 - 300 µm ranges far from the edge, respectively.

In order to gain a better insight on the different dynamics among the samples, we carried out a quantitative analysis on the mean velocity of the tissue front retraction. Generally, we found that the

---

*While the expression, edge parallel to the pattern direction might be intuitive for square samples, it might be less obvious in the case of circular TDs, in which no straight edges exist. We will refer in this case to parallel or perpendicular edge and pattern direction when the latter is parallel or perpendicular to the tangent line to the circle respectively.*
retraction speed of the tissue front achieved low values when measured in proximity of edges parallel to the pattern direction, i.e. ISTD and ICTD (Fig.10). Conversely, fast retractions were observed when measurements were performed near the edges orthogonal to the pattern direction, i.e. tSTD and tCTD (Fig. 10). This suggests that sample edges and pattern in a parallel configuration provide the tissue with improved stability, ultimately slowing down the centripetal flow. In the absence of a topographic signal, we observed that the retraction speed of the tissue near the edge was higher with respect to that measured on patterned samples, when pattern and edges were parallel, but of comparable magnitude to that measured close to edges orthogonal to the pattern direction and this occurred irrespective of the sample geometry, i.e. fSTD and fCTD (Fig. 10). When the same measurements were performed towards the centre of the tissue, we generally found lower retraction speeds, probably owing to a local densification of the tissue.

Fig.10. Mean retraction speed of the tissue near the edge, evaluated with kymographs analysis between day 3 and 5 of culture on either square or circle TDs, namely STDs or CTDs respectively. “l” or “t” prefixes represent zones of samples where edges are longitudinal or transversal to the pattern direction, respectively. Black columns refer to values evaluated in the spatial range 0 - 150µm far from the edge, grey columns refer to values evaluated in spatial range 150 - 300 µm far from the edge. (*) indicates significantly differences between samples evaluated with t-test, (#) indicates significantly differences among samples evaluated with ANOVA test. Dashed ROIs in cartoons represents the zones analysed in the different samples. Red arrows indicate the retraction flow analysed.
We then asked if during the maturation of the tissue the velocity of the front retraction varied, thus we performed the same analysis on TDs between 5-7 days of culture. The trend was similar to that seen in the previous case: sample edge and pattern in a parallel configuration stabilize tissue from retraction and the tissue dynamics towards the centre of the sample is slower. Differently from the 3-5 days of culture, at longer culturing times we found lower retraction speeds on fCTD samples.

Fig. 11. Mean retraction speed of the tissue near the edge, evaluated with kymographs analysis between day 5 and 7 of culture on either square or circle TDs, namely STDs or CTDs respectively. “l” or “t” prefixes represent zones of samples where edges are longitudinal or transversal to the pattern direction, respectively. Black columns refer to values evaluated in the spatial range 0 - 150µm far from the edge, grey columns refer to values evaluated in spatial range 150 - 300 µm far from the edge. (*) indicates significantly differences between samples evaluated with t-test, (#) indicates significantly differences among samples evaluated with ANOVA test. Dashed ROIs in cartoons represents the zones analysed in the different samples. Red arrows indicate the retraction flow analysed.
Taken together our observations suggest that pattern and shape of the sample edges exert a coordinated action that affect the formation and assembly of the apical plane starting by the sample edges, which then propagates throughout the tissue owing to a centripetal motion. Therefore, by combining pattern direction, edge shape and culturing substrate size, it is in principle possible to define the spatial assembly of tissue microconstituents. We then asked whether we could exploit the mechanism and dynamics observed thus far to generate homogeneous and larger tissues which can be potentially used in tissue engineering applications or as tissue models in vitro.

To this aim, we fabricated high aspect ratio TDs in which one dimension was comparable to the edge effect (1 mm) and the other much larger (10 mm). More specifically, we fabricated rectangular TDs with patterned surfaces longitudinal to the device long axis (lRTD) or transversal to that direction (tRTD) and flat surfaces (fRTD).

Fig. 12. SEM images of rectangle tissue devices RTDs. Bars are 250µm.
Tissue grown on IRTDs exhibited a strong actin-collagen-pattern coalignment, both in the basal and in the apical planes, which was concordant to the edge direction. While basal plane was densely and homogeneously populated (Fig. 13B, C), apical plane displayed a patchy structure in which cells were usually found in clusters (Fig. 13D, E).

Fig. 13. Tilescans of the central zone of tissues grown on patterned IRTD. Schematic of the device and pattern arrangement. Confocal images were acquired in the central region highlighted by the red circle (A). Images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin merged with nuclei stained with sytox green (B, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (C, E). Bars 100 µm.
Conversely, tissues grown on tRTDs were homogeneously populated in both planes. Cells on the basal plane still retained the same orientation with the pattern direction (Fig. 14B). Whereas, collagen fibres displayed a random arrangement (Fig. 14C). Apical cells and collagen fibres were strongly aligned along the samples edges (Fig. 14D, E).

Fig. 14. Tilescans of the central zone of tissues grown on patterned tRTD. Schematic of the device and pattern arrangement. Confocal images were acquired in the central region highlighted by the red circle (A). Images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin merged with nuclei stained with sytox green (B, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (C, E). Bars 100 µm.
Similar results were obtained in the case of fRTDs in which both basal cells and fibrillar collagen were randomly oriented (Fig. 15B, C), whereas apical cells and collagen were strongly coaligned with sample edges (Fig. 15D, E).

Fig. 15. Tilescans of the central zone of tissues grown on patterned fRTD. Schematic of the device (A). Confocal images were acquired in the central region highlighted by the red circle. Images of actin bundles stained with phalloidin merged with nuclei stained with sytox green (B, D) and collagen acquired with SHG (C, E). Bars 100 μm.
This stated, it might seem that the presence of a surface with nano-topographic features was irrelevant when dealing with larger tissues. It might even seem detrimental in the lRTD case, as it leads to non-homogeneous tissues (Fig. 13D). However, we found that surface nanopatterning strongly affected tissue thickness, as depicted in Fig. 16.

![Fig. 16](image-url) Mean thickness of tissues grown on RTDs with different surfaces’ features. Values are significantly different with each other.

Therefore, patterns that are orthogonal with respect to sample edges not only accelerated tissue front retraction (Fig. 10, 11), but also contribute to the formation of thicker and homogeneous tissues.
4.4 Discussion

Morphogenesis has always attracted the interest of scholars and scientists. The steps that lead the complex transformations from clusters of undifferentiated cells to functional tissues and organs have been thoroughly observed and described, however the intricate mechanisms regulating morphogenesis are far from being clear. How nature orchestrates a multitude of signals both in time and space remains an absolute mystery. This notwithstanding, the initial attempt to clarify such a complex cascade of phenomena might pave the way towards the development of novel strategies to replicate a functional tissue in vitro. Along this line, reductionists approaches based on the cultivation of cells, undifferentiated or differentiated, in simplified environments in vitro, started to shed light on the role of cell-cell interaction on the self-organization of supracellular structures. In the seminal work of Nicol and Garrod (20) subsequently re-interpreted by Steinberg (21), the differential adhesion hypothesis (DAH) was proposed. According to this hypothesis, aggregates with specific spatial assembly of different cell types, spontaneously form in vitro, in a phenomenon driven by intercellular adhesions and surface tension.

However, the morphogenesis of complex tissues in vitro cannot be determined solely by cell-cell adhesion and surface tension, since matrix biosynthesis and compacting also takes place along with the build-up of cell generated stresses which may participate in sculpting the final geometry of the tissue. A recent publication by Czajka et al. (22) highlighted the importance of cytoskeletal generated forces and more specifically of cortical actin in the morphogenesis of cell aggregates in vitro. Therefore, in order to guide tissue morphogenesis in vitro, it is necessary to take into account the magnitude of cell generated forces as well as the way these forces are directed and transmitted through the tissue.

The concept of tension build-up in tissues is a crucial aspect that regulates its dynamical behaviour. In vivo, tension homeostasis has been long recognized as a fundamental paradigm in biology, according to which cells and tissues organize in order to maintain mechanical tension at a preferred set-point value. In vitro, the stress experienced by tissue might involve fluctuations. The results reported by Canovic et al. (23) suggest that traction-free boundaries, which are present in cell monolayers in vitro, create a favourable condition for intercellular stress build-up that is caused by force transmission from cells near to the boundary (force unbalanced portion) to adjacent cells towards the centre. If forces along the boundary are not balanced, as it might happen during a wound healing experiment, stress fluctuations occur, which determine a dynamic stress state of the monolayer.
In the experimental set-up we described in this chapter, an additional level of complexity represented by matrix production is present. In this scenario, cells are able to transmit forces to neighbouring cells through cell-cell adhesions or to ECM components through cell-matrix adhesions. Furthermore, the presence of an endogenous matrix provides cells with additional binding sites thus creating space which cells can migrate in and subsequently remodel.

We observed that cells are able to form a monolayer on TDs and faithfully follow the pattern direction. In proximity of the sample edge, cells formed a by-layered structure, in which cells on the basal plane were mostly aligned along the nanopattern direction, whereas apical cells predominantly followed the edge contour. Cells in the apical plane are in a configuration that could be explained by the alignment mechanism proposed by Bischof and Schwarz (15) in which cell at a free boundary senses maximal stiffness parallel to the edge and align it-self along this. The effect of edge-induced order does not get depleted in the immediate proximity of the sharp edge, but propagates towards the centre of the sample.

Similar results, even though obtained on substrates different from the ones we used, have been already reported in the literature. For instance, Duclos et al. (24) found that confluent fibroblasts layers cultivated on adhesive patches exhibit ≈ 500µm wide aligned domains. Gilchrist et al. used µCP adhesive islands containing both meso-scale boundaries and micro-scale adhesive patterns and reported that boundary effect dominates over micropatterning, inducing MSC to strongly align along the boundary (16). They suggested that the boundaries “funnel” cell movement and orientation in a preferred direction, i.e. boundary direction. This also had dramatic effects on matrix orientation. Several works investigated the effects of ECM biosynthesis and assembly in concave/convex porous structures, a context that has obvious implications in tissue engineering. For instance, Rumpler et al. (25) observed that the rate of tissue generation is related to the curvature of the surface. Additionally, the type of curvature, i.e. concaves or convex, is also found to be important. Similarly, Bidan et al. (26) reported that on either flat or convex surfaces, contractility induce a downward motion of the cell; whereas, on concave surfaces, contractility results in a cell stretching towards the centre of the curvature. Since cells are free to occupy the space inward the curvature, such behaviour certainly influence the final outcome of the biosynthetic process. Taken together these data highlight the importance of cell orientation and cell generated forces during in vitro tissue genesis. When using exogenous collagen as supporting matrix, Bischof et al. (27) show that gels populated of fibroblasts, pinned to flat surfaces acquire a macroscopic shape dictated by contractile forces exerted by cells. They found that the active contraction of the contour of the filamentous network in which cells are embedded, reduces its rest-length, so that structurally reinforcing the boundary strongly influences tissue shape. Our investigations go beyond these
points and analyse the dynamics of 3D tissue assembly with the final aim of exploiting meso-scale confinement and nanopatterning to control tissue structure.

Visual inspection of the time-lapse videos showed that the oriented peripheral region of the tissue underwent centripetal flow. This flow could arise from apical cell contractility in which case cells transfer forces to neighbouring cells in an end-to-end fashion and/or contraction of the tissue core, that recruits the peripheral region. Of the two mechanisms involved, we believe that apical cell contraction exerts a dominant role as circular TDs usually displayed higher retraction velocities with respect to those calculated on square TDs. In fact, if we consider cells as contractile dipoles connected end-to-end and arranged along a circle, contraction would produce a non-zero resultant force directed towards the centre. If such a curvature is absent (as virtually occurs in STDs) centripetal motion is much slower (Fig. 6, 17).

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 17. Schematic representation of the centripetal flow of the apical plane on CTD (A) and STD (B). Blue arrows represent the direction of the contractile forces exerted by the apical cells. Red arrows are the presumptive resultant forces driving the tissue edge retraction.

The presence of a surface pattern also affected the dynamics of tissues. In particular, patterns orthogonal to the edge direction induced a fast centripetal flow, whereas pattern and edge in a parallel configuration formed a more stable setting (Fig. 10, 11). We believe that owing to matrix production and cell density increase, cells migrate from the basal plane to the apical one in a mechanism similar to that discussed in Chapter 2. On the apical plane, cells perceive the strong signal provided by the boundary, which causes them to reorient. Upon contraction, the tissue front retraction is facilitated if the underling cell and collagen layers are oriented along the direction of tissue retraction, which occurs on edge and pattern in orthogonal settings, whereas the tissue movement is hindered when the underling matter is assembled orthogonal to the front movement. Few hints that support this view might be found in Fig. 7C and 8C, in which basal cells are directed
according to the motion of the apical plane that might be results of the drag forces exerted by the apical plane. This also explains why tissues grown on devices with a pattern orthogonal to the edge direction were thicker, since in this setting the apical dynamics is fast thus allowing to compact and structure the tissue faster than what measured in case of flat or parallel patterns (Fig. 16). Interestingly, when a tissue front is displaced inwards, a new front quickly formed, recapitulating the same fate as the previous one. This is consistent with the observation that tissue dynamics is considerably slowed down in the centre owing to densifications.

Taken together our results suggest that the presence of regions in which forces acting on the tissue are unbalanced, promotes stratification and remodelling of the microstructure. Here, the regions of force unbalance were represented by the sharp edges of the culturing substrates. In different setting they were created by adhesion boundaries (16). Boundaries may also form within the tissue. In fact, Garfinkel et al. (28) showed that vascular mesenchymal cells evolve from uniform monolayers to patterned tissues in vitro. Tissue patterns are composed of densely populated ridges separated by scarcely cell-populated regions. More recently, Iannone et al. (29) demonstrated that tissue patterning is dramatically affected by surface nanotopography. In more details, MSCs on nanogrooved surfaces forme zipper-like structures orthogonal to the nanogrooved direction upon local disruption of the tissue continuity. The authors also emphasized the role of cell contractility in this tissue genetic event.

Even though all these evidences have been collected in vitro, it is tempting to speculate that similar mechanism might occur also in vivo. Morphogenesis is sprinkled of examples in which boundaries exert a spatial confinement over cell clusters, eventually regulating cell orientation and migration (30). In this context, the presence of boundaries induces a force unbalance, which triggers essential morphogenetic processes like cell extrusion and intercalation (31). Probably, this anticipates matrix secretion, which stabilizes the whole structure (32).

Material surfaces can therefore be designed to exploit both nanopatterning acting on individual cell adhesion plaques and meso-scale edges thus affecting the orientation of cell clusters. This would allow to exert a fine control on tissues architecture. Beside this important aspect, geometric control on tissue assembly also implies the definition of peculiar stress states in which cells might activate mechanotransduction pathways. This might directly impact lineage specification and, hence, tissue functions.

We envisioned that, arrays of ECM rich tissues with ordered microconstituents, can be conveniently and consistently produced on specifically assembled microdevices. Tissues thus generated might find application not only in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, but also in in vitro models for drug discovery and testing.
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Chapter 5

5.1 Conclusions

Understanding cell-material interactions has been a subject of profound investigations in the last decade. Within a tissue engineering context, it acquires a special value: deciphering the intricate relationships between cell and biochemical/biophysical signals would provide novel designing criteria to engineer functional scaffolds for an effective tissue regeneration. The production of even complex tissues in vitro has been recently proved. However, the cascade of phenomena triggered by material signals eventually regulating in vitro tissuegenesis is still far from being elucidated. A thorough understanding of what happens when a single cell interacts with a material surface with specific characteristics, such as its topography, mechanics and biochemistry, was obtained through a plethora of research. However, when the complexity of the system increases, as in the case of tissues, defining the role of the material signals in affecting the mutual interactions among tissue micro-constituents is not straightforward. In such a situation, it is possible to define a tripartite module, composed by cell, ECM and material signals, in which even a slight variation in one element may induce dramatic changes in the others.

In this thesis, from the one side we shed light on the potential role of material-biophysical signals on the self-organization of growing tissues in vitro; from the other, we exploited arrays of those signals to exert a control on tissue structure and mechanics. This was possible by embossing on the surface signals which are stable and easy to reproduce. We verified that the topography provides an initial guidance to cells, which regulates supra-cellular organization and eventually tissue architecture. Then cell remodelling kicks in, altering the morphology of the tissue towards mechanically stable configurations. Matrices with peculiar architectures can then be produced by altering surface patterning and culturing conditions. Tissues characteristics affect cell and nuclear
shape and possibly mechanotransduction pathways locally. Additionally, the gross mechanical response of the whole tissue is also affected. Hence, the dynamic interplay occurring in a 3D environment and matrix subjected to external constrains, must be considered in the design of material platform for the control of in vitro tissuegenesis.

The management of the ECM spatial arrangement in concert with its chemical-physical characteristics represents a powerful tool to control stem cell fate. In fact, such an ECM could be used as a direct bio-support for culturing stem cell populations, with the specific characteristic of the native tissues microenvironment. Along this line, material surfaces could be engineered to promote and guide matrix biosynthesis and its assembly according to specific features for in vitro or in vivo applications. For instance, we employed endogenous ECMs, namely decellularized cell derived matrices, to address the issue of stem cell expansion and stemness retention.

We verified also that other kinds of signals, in addition to topography, can be employed to obtain multi-layered tissues in which the structure is controlled over tissue thickness. In particular, we found that geometrical constrains have a direct effect on the remodelling of the environment through cell contractility. In the presence of a spatial discontinuity, constituted by the sharp edges of the culturing substrate, cells far from the surface tend to elongate along the direction imposed by the edge, explicating a high contractile fallout, i.e. edge effect, that remodel the ECM in that direction. The knowledge of such a phenomenon, might pave the way to produce complex and organized tissues for both in vitro and in vivo tissue engineering applications.

In this work of thesis, we laid the foundation stone for the tight control on complex tissues architecture. Yet, fundamental issues still need to be addressed, such as the potential use of morphogenesis on tissue assembly, as well as the introduction of dynamic stress states on tissue maturation. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in which the role of material signals, in the form of nanoscale patterns and mesoscale constrains, have been reported to exert an important and possibly regulatory role in in vitro tissuegenesis.